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The sixth annual meeting of the Sea Grant Association, with ics
theme of "Shaping the Future", provided an impetus for defining the
goals and future actions of the Association. In this regard specific
topics were discussed and several recoxssendations were made. Dr. Wayne
H. Tody was the recipient of the 1973 Sea Grant Award, a choice very
appropriate to the theme of this year's program.

Since 1970 and the formation of the Sea Grant Association, the
group has expanded to include 50 members, all dedicated to furthering
the optimal development, use and conservation of marine and coastal
resources.

The University of Delaware was the host institution for this sixth
annual Sea Grant Association meeting. Heetings were held at the Clayton
Conference Center on the University of Delaware campus in Newark. Some
presentations which were made at the conference are not included in the
proceedings because written reports were not available. Recordings
were not made of any talks or panel discussions. However, a summary of
each panel is included. Only those presentations which were available
to the editors have been listed.

The executive committee of the Association and the University of
Delaware as host express thanks to the following session chairmen and
special workshop chairmen for their help in planning and conducting
the conference-. William S. Gaither, Erma Upham, Herbert F. Frolander,
Tapan Baner]ee, John Armstrong, William g. Wick, Bruce Wilkins ~ James
Sullivan, Ronald Stewart, Robert Stegner and Louie Echols.

Robert A. Ragotzkie
president of the Association
1972-73



The Association of Sea Grant Program institutions

The Association of Sea Grant Program Institutions was formed
on November 19, 1970 in Washington, D,C., as an organization of
colleges, universities and other institu.tions concerned with the
broad objectives of the National Sea Grant Program.

The Association's objectives are;

1. To further the optimal development, use and con-
servation of marine and coastal resources  includ-
ing those of the Great Lakes!, and to encourage
increased accomplishment and initiative in related
areas.

2. To increase the effectiveness of member insti-
tutions in their work on marine and coastal
resources  including those of the Great Lakes!,

3. To stimulate cooperation and unity of effort
among members.



Presentation of the 1973 Nationai Sea Grant Award

Dr. Wayne 8. Tody, chief of the Fieheriee Division of the mich-
igan Depmtsmnt of IIatwra2 Resources, was the recipient of the third
/Rational Sea Grant Wmd, presented by the Association of Sea Grant
Program Institutions at their eath annua2 meeting in Kmark, De2a-
ware, October 8-10 197J. Fo22ooing are the introductory remarks
regarding Dr. Tody rude by Dr. Zohn H. Arnstrong, director oI the
University of Hichigan Sea Grrrnt Program.

Dr. Wayne H. Indy is chief of the Fisheries Division of the
Hichigan Department of Natural Resources.

Tody was born in Goodrich, Genesee County, Michigan, October 24,
1924. He received his Bachelor of Science degree in Forestry in 1946,
and his Hester's degree in Fisheries in 1950 from the University of
Michigan. In 1964, he received his Doctorate in Fisheries from
Hichigan State University.

His first position with the Department was with the Institute
for Fisheries Research in Ann Arbor in 1947 He worked. there until
1950, when he was placed in charge of the Rifle River Experimental
Stree~ Improvement Pro!ect. After a year of being primari.ly res-
ponsible for getting the pro!ect going  which was the first of its
kind in the U.S.!, he moved to the Lansing office as supervisor of
stream improvement pro]ects. His promotion was rapid . In 1965, he
wes promoted to supervisor of the Lakes and Stream Improvement
Section, and the next year was placed in charge of Species Manage-
ment. In July of 1966, he was made chief of the Fisheries Division,
a position. he presently holds.



BeIiayed a very important role prior to being chief of his
division, in the planning for and stocking of coho salmon in the
vast Great Lakes that surrounded Michigan. After becoming chief,
he increased his efforts at restoration of a historically depleted
Great Lakes fishing resource, and chinook salmon vere successfully
introduced in the fall of 1966 ' This initial snd innovative program
vas the turning point for s revolutionary redevelopment of the Greet
Lakes sport fishery.

Dr. Tody did not rest on the laurels his Fisheries Division
had attained. When mature coho returned in the fall of 1967, he
pushed ahead with broad plans for expansion. In 1968, with coho
end chinook programs well undervay in Lakes Michigan snd Superior,
Tody introduced salmon into the void of Lake Huron, a program gust
now coming inta its own right-

Nor did Wayne stop vfth. coho and chinook. He pushed the
State.'s Hatchery Program into full capacity, providing steelhead,
domestic rainbow, and bravo trout for the Great Lakes. The pro-
gram has since shown the foresight and vision with vhich Wayne is
gifted. Steelhead fishing is at an all time high in the state and
many excellent rainbov and brovn trout fisheries are developing st
various locations in the Great Lakes. The millions of new fishermen
who are en]oying the results of thi.s program are a testimony to the
real benefit of this program.

In additfon, Wayne forged ahead with plans for introducing
Atlantic Salmon, the aristocrat of the salmon family. AfCer touring
and conferring vith Canadian, Great Britain, aod Swedish officials,
Wayne obtained and introduced Atl.antic salmon into both Lake Michigan
end Lake Huron streams . The recent appearance of Atlsntics in the
sport catch fn Lakes Huron and Michigan give optimism to his dream
of a truly great and diverse sports fishery in the Lakes.

The Great Lakes are not the only place Wayne Tody has utilized
his skills. Once again he has a program of his old love going in
full swing � stream improvement. Along these lines he has also
initiated an improvement program which includes the removal of old
dsms, so common to Michigan streams, to allow development of steel-
head rune snd Che construction of lov lamprey veirs to augment
federal lamprey control programs.

A new snd invigoratfng pro!ect recently introduced by Tody is
a Five PoinC Metropolitan Fishfng Program for the greater Detroit
area. Through such a program, Tody hopes to bring fisheries to the
door of Detroit urban residents. The initial Chrust of the program
already is being felt with the stocking of salmon and trout in the
Detroit River, vith the development of a fish-out program, and with
the River Rehabilitation Pro!ects well underway.

Tody hss traveled exCensively throughout North America and
Europe studying fisherfes management, genetic varieties of sport
fishes, environmental adsdnistration, and land use. Be has been
influential in marine fisheries regulation and management and in
1969 was the recipient of the Beddon Hall of Brnor Award.



I have had the pleasure of working directly with Wayne in
several cooperative projects that our Michigan Sea Grant program
is conducting with his department. I can attest to his unique
perception. of the real problems of resource management in the Great
Lakes and his dedication to the goals of maintaining a rich and
varied fishery resource.

Wayne's work has. been in the finest tradition of attaining the
Sea Grant goal: working for better utilization ot marine resources
and the enhancement of the marine and Great Lakes environment.
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What is the Purpose of the Annual IVIeeting?

Donafd F. Squires
State University of' New York

This is rhe sixth annual meeting of the Association of Sea
Grant Institutions. While that sounds es though we have a long
snd glorious history, I believe that it is important to put this
present meeting in some perspective., The first meeting, held io
Rhode Island, preceded the formation of the Association, and in
fact antedated the trational Sea Grant Act of 1966. It was clearly
a meeting of people interested in the Sea Grant concept. The
seccmd meeting, also held in Rhode Island, immediately followed
passage of the Act and had much to do with the development of the
Sea Grant concept � but still pteceded the concept of sn Association.
At the third meeting, in Oregon, the Association existed � at least
we vere voting on the adoption of a constitution and determining
what we vere all about--but it was still very much a formative
session. Then, by the time of the fourth meeting, in Wisconsin,
the Association had form and substance and even a purpose. Our
fifth meeting, in Houston, vas the first in which the major pre-
occupation of attendees vas something other than the business of
getting an Association started. Even so, we are still finding our
vay; in the discussions here at Delaware, you will notice we are
seeking to define a role and goals.

What is the purpose of a meeting such as this? Among
actually many purposes, the principal one is serving the need for
communication between those institutions engaged in carrying out
the ideals of Sea Grant. As the Association matures, there will
be a shift from organizational and inward-focused activities to
outvard expressions of what Sea Grant is and vhat it has accom-
plished. We are a new organization � in fact, a very new concepr
in this nation--and ran be excused for some groping.

Putting together the framework of a conference like this so
that the communication will really happen is quite a process, as



The Program Committee «orked most ou the theme and the structure
of the meeting. The. theme "Shaping the Future" pointed us toward
technical sessions dealing with those areas of Sea Grant concern
having a national impact. Ve also wanted to design into the program
a balance of activities to serve the very broad range of Sea Grant
interests � from Advisory Services through many, many research sub]ect
areas ~

Thus tbe meeting is structure& to provide opportunities for
technical exchange, for cosmunication among participants, for
exchange of experiences, for developing new working relationships;
abave all, ic is an opportunity to get together at the national
level. Dr. Uphsm in his earlier remarks stated that we need to
gst together at Che local level with industry snd local governments
But Chere ie also a need for us to share experiences broadly, to
learn what others are doing snd how we can diversify and improve
our own activities. In many areas of Sea Grant, things ere moving
ahead rapidly, much. too rapidly to keep current by traditional means
of cotssunicetion--publications snd correspondence.

These are the reasons behind the agenda:

SHAP11FG Z'HF 5'VTVRZ

Nsriculture - Aquaculture
Energy from the Sea
Coastal Zone Msnagmxent

Technical Sessi.ons: designed
inCerchange

Building the Association Association'. inward focused events
The Ses Grant program-

An Overview

Marine Education
Advisory Services
Legislation

Special Sessions: designed to meet
specific needs

Annual Business Meeting

It is important to note that the annual meeting of the
Association of Ses Grant Institutions is only one of tbe several
meetings going on here st Newark, Delaware. The Executive Cosxsittee
of Che Association will meet several times to conduct business; the
Council of Sea Grant program Directors trill eeet several times;
there will be e meeting of the National %trine Advisory Services
Advisory Committeer snd numerous committees both of the Association

tbose of you who've dona it know, Selecting tbm host institution
and setting a date are formidable tasks. U yau look in the back
pages of the !aurnaI Soisnos you «ill find lang listings of meetings
being hmid all over the wodld. Tba calendar is crowded. There are
those who esy that tbe chief activity of scientists is going to
meetings, but I will come back to that point. Because we in Sea
Grant were feeling tbs pinch of natianal austerity, we were economy-
conscious and pressed for a tightly compacted meeting--end that is
wby wm are getting up so early in the morning!



and other groups mill uae. the opportunity to meat. Above all, in
every corner of this building there are rump sessions going on; at
dinners and lunches, at cocktails, between and during sessions,
groups of individuals are getting together~etfmes for the only
time until next year � to exchange information. Theme are the really
signiffcant interchanges and this fs where the real busfness gets
done. Countless fdeas of neer activities will be planted in these
conversations.

In brief, the. annual meeting's purpose fs to be a very fine
opportunity for a lot of people interested in Sea Grant to get to-
gether to talk about what is gofng on and how to do it better.

Communicatfon is particularly fmportant in a multifarious pro-
gram such as Ses Grant, with so many parts: faculty and student re-
searchers, advisory service staff, program managers, interested
persons from industry and government, and concerned citizens.
geing new we haven't yet fleshed out our Association, oor even the
Sea Grant concept, with a body of people who should be vftally
involved in Sea Grant but are missing from this meeting: we have
lots of researchers and advisory service personnel, and program
managers all over the place, hut we have very few industry snd
governmental people there.

The seventh meeting of the Association is taking shape already.
It will be in Seattle; the host institution, the University of
Washfngton, has already submitted a proposal of 19-some pages to
the Association. At the business meeting tomorrow, the President
vill appoint a new program committee, and the seventh meeting will
be underway. Ve earnestly hope its planners will work to broaden
the bane of the meeting and to showcase to a wide audience the
results of the Sea Grant Program.

The Sea Grant Program is a unique concept � fnternntionally,
natfonally, and within the framework of the academic institutions
participating in the program. Ve are doing, things in new ways,
striving to chart new directions of service to the nation. Because
no one has ever done the things we ere trying to do, we sometimes
seem to move wf.th ponderous slowness or with fits and starts. But
we' re making headway: the Sea Grant concept is gaining support and
attracting attention elsewhere in the world. We are doing things
for industry and for people through their governments. We are
shaping the future.



A Unique Program: Sea Grant

Sidney Upharn
Mississippi-Alabama Sea Grant Consortium

From the time of its conception, the Sea Grant Program has been
unique. Kt sll started when Web Chapman, Athelstan Spilhaus, Roger
}tevelle, Benny Schaefsr, Fritz Koczy, and Sumner Pike were discussing
the possibility of a marine oriented program snd came up with the
idee of Sea Grant. I believe it was Spilhaus who conceived the Sea
Grant name. Me have Land Grant Colleges, why not Sea Grant? So
sn idea wss born which was to be picked up by the Congress of the
united States when Senator pell snd his associates wrote the Sea
Grant Sill. Again, it was unique. This was not a program to fund
universities for research in the sea, it wss a program designed to
get things done, to solve problems, to put all the expertise of the
universities to work in cooperation with industry, state, local snd
Federal Agencies already interested in or working in marine affairs.

Certainly there wae a need for such s program. There was no
central thrust of research or work in the marine field. There were
some universities who had strong programs in the ocean, there were
laboratories, state end Federal ~ that worked in marine prospects but
they were more or !ese alone, divided, each to his own interest.
There wss a great deal of repetition all over the country, a kind of
hit or miss proposition as far as marine work was concerned. And
sn Ses Grant vss born, with its directives to work in the marine
ares, to solve problems, to teach and to disseminate to the user the
results of research. Again it was unique, the right people were on
hand to run the program and to put the whole thing, together. Certain-
ly, 1 believe that Sea Grant would never have gotten off the ground
without Sob Abel, ital Goodwin, Sob tfildmsn and Art Alexiou and others
who helped set up this program.

From the first, then, Sea Grant has drawn to itself an exciting
group of people. People with ability to get things done, to do good
work, people who seem to be inspired, and this is true throughout
the whole Sea Grant System. The program has attracted not only



university personnel, but people from industry and fran private
life. People who have made it their life's work and people who want
to help. Lawyers, fi she rmen, industrialists, legislators, mayors,
county of ficials, and the list goes on. Why? Why did this happen?
Why did Sea Grant rapidly become a people progt'am welding the uni-
versity exper t ise with people f rom all walks of life'?

There was and is oo doubt about it, Sea Grant differs from most
national programs. For one thing, it was recognized at an early hour
that there could be no national overall program spelled out in detail
which would fit all of the coastal states. Guidelines were broad,
perhaps sometimes too broad, but the chance to be i.nnovative, to do
the thing that was best for your state was definitely there. Yes,
there were parameters set, one of the best which was started with
Congress and has been growing ever since, get scnnething done that
sanebody needs and is going to use to solve a pro'b Lem. We were
asked, what are you going to do with the results, who is going, ro
use the results, what is going to be accomplished because you did
this work'? This wasn't heresy, but it was close to it. Research
for the sake. of research has been a war cry for a Long while. It
took a little getting used to and a lot of training in the system
to finally arrive st a point. where you began to comply with the Sea
Grant directives. This does not mean that basic research is not done
under Sea Grant. Where gapa in our knowledge exist, whi'ch need to be
filled before we can go ahead with any development, Ses Grant is
willing to fund pro]ects to fill these gape- The resin push however,
is to get a job done, educate the public and bring the frui.ts of
research to the user. Fi.nally, in all of this, a control bank of
knowledge has been set up. People around the country are much more
aware of. what other sLates are doing: Repetition of work has been
greatly reduced.

It is my own belief that Sea Grant is a people's program
because it offered to many the opportunity to really do scrnething;
scmething for their connnunity, their state, their country and mankind.
A chance to really get results, to help certain marine industries,
to heLp stop pollution, to save valuable marine t'esources frcsn des-
truction and any number of gratifying acccnnplishments, Corny, maybe,
but I do not doubt for one minute that many of our Sea Grant people
are motivated by this opportunity and that it means a great deal to
them.

Sea Grant is by no means perfect.. Occasionally there is a
tendency in the National Sea Grant Office to beccnne bureaucratic.
However, that seems to be a check and balance set up. When pressures
bui Ld up to have everything the same, and in triplicate, and rules
becctne so lengthy and detailed as to be confusing, srnae very pene-
trating questions begin to be asked by the rank and file, cries of
distress go up from all sides, snide remarks are passed and the word
eventually gets back to the office, because the Sea Grant group is
a vocal lot and I admit the office usually tries to do smnething
about it, I hope this will continue because the National Sea
Grant Policy and Philosophy i.s of utmost importance to the success of
Sea Grant.



These sre some oE the reasons why Sea Granc is what it is,
why it does whse it does, why it has been as successful as it has
been. It i' an attempt co look behind the scenes, even into
people'sminds, to find out what makes Sea Grant tick. We come up
with three maJor reasons of success.

The Sea Grant Xission - The need for Sea Grant. The way Sea
Grant is supposed to function.

The Sea Grant People Pram hdmlnistracars to Rank and File
people who have became dedi.cated, loyal
and intensely interested in their work--lay
people fram sll walks of life who have
became interested in the program.

The Sea Grant Philosophy � Something much harder to define, but
potenc nonetheless: Strongly tied to the
administration but very nociceable in the
whale program. The thing that makes Sea
Grant a partnership.

Xt haa recently, in cha past two years, came to the attention
ot many of us in gea Grant that «e must have political savvy,
Wetly to the extent that our political people know snd understand
«hat gea Grant is and what it is doing. Ve live by political man-
date, yet in many cases, especially at the state level, very lictle
recognition has been given to this. In fact, in many cases
universities really put a clamp on any political moves and even go
~ o fat' as co Cell you nut to even talk to legislators . There is a
good reason for this I suppose. Hare than once some dedicated and
perfecCIy honorable professor who Just happened Co be in left field
has gotten the whole educational sysCem into a bind. We do not
want chat ta happen but neither can we hide aur heads in the sand.
It is our duty ca educate our public officials and to give them
~ ll the help possible in recognising the imporcance of marine re-
sources. coastal mone management and the like. Hot only on a
national level, but on a state, county snd Local level as well.
Nothing, will keep s Sea Grant program closer to the needs of the
people than close cooperation and exchange af knowledge at the
local level which happens in, I guess, almosc all of the Sea Grant
programs. This dans not mean that we should become involved in
politics, but ve aust be palitically astute. Being in politics
is one thing. buc helping and educacing palitical people, being
aware of political policies ~ and becoming familiar with the political
arena is something else again. Something we muse do if we are to
succeed.
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kovv Sea Grant Looks from the Outside

E.W. Seabrook Hull
Former editor, Ocean Science /Vers

Ladies and gentlemen, members of the Association, it is a
pl.easure to be here...I think.

When I vas first asked to participate, I thought of declining,
renting a suit of armor or taking out special hazardous duty insur-
ance. However, I vas assured that I vould suf fer no bodily harm.
So here I am, once again, to lay into the Association of Sea Grant
Program Inst itut iona�.

One cannot either praise or criticize much io I5 minutes, and
there certainly isn't time for details or considered discussion. So,
I leave praise to others arui largely ignore specific facts. Instead,
I'I going to play the devil's advocate. If I sometimes seem blunt,
ascribe it to the shortness of time or to the fact that I simply want
to get. ycvur attention. Hy overriding ob$ective is to stimulate
thought. Those of you familiar vith my editorial approach vhen
I was ediror of Ooecrn Sr ierwe A'ebs vill appreciate what I mean
when I says Hake 'em think even if you have to make them mad to
do it. Weil, I hope I don't make anyone here mad today, but if I
do ~ well.....

"How Sea Grant Looks from the Outside": I lucked cut on that
one. I don't need to know what. Sea Grant is or is not doing, It
«ees me from the discipline of facts and gives me license. I
need only concern myself vith what others � oursiders � think of
<ea Grant.

is important to keep this perspective i.n. mind because what
you yourselves say and think you are doing does not always coincide
Mth the outsider's view. In some vays th« is the key to manv of Sea
Grant I s problems. In many important areas either your introspection
xs f] awed and you are not in fart doing what you think you are,



or your external cosssunications system � your public relstions--
is malfunctioning, and you don't get the message out vhere ic counts.

In either case your image to outsiders � and "outsiders" hss
to include the Office of Management and Budget � leaves much to be
desired. This msy be a function of Che growing process, for Sea
Grant is still very young, or it may be because you are not doing
some of the things you could and should be doing, even within current
budget constraints. Quite likely it is some of boCh.

There is one more caveat: There sre many "outsiders." Conse-
quently there are many outside viewpoints. In general I am restrict.�
ing myself to the kinds of outside viewpoints that I feel are
wor'king against you in the Federal budget-making processes. I sm
not speaking for ORB, but I am attempting to relate the kinds of
things I knov concern ORB to some aspects of the Sea Grant external
image .

Once again, remember: This is an caterer's view. It may not
be fair. Lt may not be correct. And, it certainly won't be what
many of you think of yourselves. But, it is valid, for the impres-
sions are there, and, being there, they are trouble and vill remain
so for ss Long as they persist among rhose vho decide, either directly
or indirectly, hov veil Sea Grant is fed. I will nov elaborate
briefly on some of these outsider's views.

OUTSIDER'S VIEW NUHBER ONE

Sea Grvrnt io an iII-redefined Federal sparging program vith a
potential jcr grcMth uhich has nc discernable 1~it.

Lfsnt to scare the hell out of 0MB' That's a good way to do i.t.

At s time when national policy is to hold a firm lid on Federal
spending and when competition for funds ia intense, that impression
is anathema to ONB. Yes, I knov the Sea Grant Act puts a limit on
Sea Grant budgets, but acts can be changed. And, yes I have read
the Congressional declaration of purpose. It is a broad statement
of general principles. IC does not set goals. IC does not define
specific objectives. It does not defi.ne programs. It does not
relate Sea Grant to the solution of highLy visible, cri.tical
national probelms. Probably Che Act should not do these things,
but someone should.

The whole Sea Grant program needs to be analysed and speci.fical-
ly related co the critical problems that daily concern the national
leadership end affect their decisions -- such things as the balance
of payments, inflation, poverty, energy, land and water uee, environ-
smntaL managesmnt, et cetera,

As it ie, Sea Grant is supposed to advance the nation'a marine
capabilities because Congress has said that the ocean and ita
resources "constitute a far-reaching and Largely untapped asset of
imaense potential significance Co the Onited States..." Well, such
rhetoric falls in the sasm category ae the many odes to fla Godg ~
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I.t hasn' t recently and may never again win budgetand motherhood.
bat t les,

You need to define your purposes in a more disciplined manner.
Ipu need to establish program objectives t'hat relate to specific
national needs. Enable outsiders to see clearly how See Grant
relates. At the same time you need to do something to dispel the
lurking fear chat Sea Grant is a fiscal amoeba � growing more as
it spends, spending more aa ic grows and so on without limit, pro-
ducing nothing all the while except a bigger, hungrier amoeba. To
get the budget-makers on your side, you must show them that Sea
Grant is a more cost-effective way of meeting cricical national needs.
Among other things OHE thinks in terms of benefit /cost ratios. How
many of you do?

OUTSIDER'S VIEW NUK3ER TWO

Sea Grant is an agglomeration of multiple, separate, often-dupliaatiue efforts; it is a collection of irdipidual spending cells
that Lacks cohesiveness and sense of specific purpose -- and the wain
product of which is paper...publications.

Remember now: This is the outsider's impression. There is no
intention, either implied or implicit, to contend that rhis is in
fact so. But, rrue or not, it's your problem. If your aquaculture,
offshore ports, recreational, whatever programs are indeed coordi-
nated, managed and purged of duplication, you have to make rhis s lot
clearer than you have, and I mean clearer to outsiders, not just toyourselves. Indeeed, I suspect that a really energetic effort of
this kind would produce some startling revelations to yourselves.
It is one thing, to view the operation from within and explain and
justify it to each other. It is quite something else to proveyour contentions to others. And, "others" in this context does notmean your academic peers but rather politicians, administrators and
fust plain ordinary John Q. Public.

Evidence of whse I mean is seen in the sheer volume of Sea
Grant Publications. The rapidity with which these spew forth is
st times astounding. Don't get me wrong. Taken as individualdocuments, many are good, some are excellent ~ and as specializedpublications on specialized subjects they are undoubtedly read and
found valuable by other specialists with similar interests. Butwhat about the ultimate user of all this intellectual outputs Is it
useful to the decision-makers, those who must decide finally on thebeet approach to offshore ports, those who may or msy not wish toinvest in or legislate about aqusculturef What about those who mustconsider sll aspects of a given problem or option snd who simply don' t
have time to read everything that is written on the subject?

You need to synthesize. I do not say that you should abandon
the kind or even the volume of specialized documentation you nowproduce. This kind of interchange among peers is important, buteven your fellow academicisns don' t, simply can' t, read all there



is to read on a given sub!ect. You need to organize so as to provide
Che comprehensive view, the total problem perspective in a given
situstj on, I!rsw upon. ail the pertinent Ses Grant capabilities among

Sea Grantees and Sea Grant institutions and produce also
g docuss nt that gives decision-makers the net of Sea Grant' s
contribution to the solution of critical national problesm.

To do this you need a lot more intercourse among yourselves,
ss well as a more productive, pragsmcic awareness of conditions
external to Sea Grant. You need nmre coordination, and you need to
direct, to discipline your efforts. You need to minimize duplication
of effort, and you need to have a sufficiently strong problem orienta-
tion to be able to assure that there are no serious gsps in your
efforts. In a sense, you need multi-institutional, multi-disciplinary
management.

I don't think the National Sea Grant Office should do this.
Perhaps the Council ot Sea Grant Directors should Cake some action.
perhaps this Association should. I really don't know. Whet I do
know is that this Association should certainly rry to take the out-
sider's perspective. It should identify and describe Sea Grant'8
problesm with the outside world and then provide s constructive
input to the Council, to Bob Abel snd his harried crew, ta Congress,
to Ojtg. etc. For example, who among this Association has gone to
the ocean-responsible people at OM6 and asked: "Vhst is our problem?"
Try it. You might nor. like it, but you might gain from it.

Huch of what Sea Grant does fails to realize its full value, or
if it does, the word gust isn't getting out. Who's done a tally of
the national benefit that has derived from Sea Grant expendiCures?
At the national as well as the local level? If you don't do iC, I
don't know of anyone else who will.

bauch of the work Sea Grant is doing co~ld be the basis for a
concise and valid input to national decision-mskers. You could
develop among them s reflex Sea Grant-dependence syndrome, The
magic word Is ay n ches i s .

can see a series of documents designed not to inform your
academic peers but to be useful, pragmatic tools. Before now, for
example, you should have issued "The First Comprehensive Sea Grant
Report on Of fshore Ports" -- not the product of one investigator or

Institution, but the product of many, covering legal, social
economic, engineering, environmental.. sll appropriate aspects of
t he p rob le m.

Perhaps you would have to esCablish s committee  or several!
operating under an editor or director to thrash out differences,
weigh alternatives, evaluate pro's and con's, spot snd fill gapa
and produce value Judgements. This should be Sea Grant's best
appraisal, It would be a single, discrete treatise on the subject.

would be wr> t ten and organized for the non-specialist decision-
maker. It would be a single document, a contribution designed to
help solve a crt tIcsi narional problem -- rather than, as now,
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bundle of documents representing the random intellectual outputs of
a miscellany of individuals.

Other titles of this series might be: "First Comprehensive Sea
Grant Report on Conflicts and Solutions in Coastal Zone Managesxxnt";
"First Comprehensive Sea Grant Report on Marine Recreation"; or "First
Comprehensive Ses Grant Report on a National policy fax Commercial
Fisheries".

If you had that last one out now, you would have made a lot
of brownie points, for a "~ational fisheries policy is a sub]ect
that right now has top NOAA officialdom going 'round and 'round
snd 'round. It is ]ust one of many national needs that demand
fulfillment. With a little more effort, a little more imagination
snd a lot more internal self-discipline, Sea Grant is uniquely
constituted to contribute ma]orly and obviously to that effort.

OUTSIDER' S VIEW NUMBER THREE

Sea Grrpxt Prf|xcipaL Ixxvestx'gators never get out of the Labora-
tory, the cLassroom, the oonferexxae ox',rout'; theV 're too removed
from the reaL worLd.

The impression is that they are too much theoreticians,
academicians dealing in concepts, abstracts, etc. What they pro-
duce, therefore, does not relate to real problems, real people,
real needs, and so forth. Again, this is a generalization. It
is unfai.r, untrue. Be that as it may, it is an impressio~ loose
upon the land, and denigrative generalities such as this are gust
the sort of easy out that people will latch onto in rhe absence
of any convincing alternative, and � ]ustified or not--it, too,
is part of Sea Grant's external image.

And, to a degzee this reputation may be earned. Let's take
commercial fisheries as a case in point. The adverse balance of
payments in fish and fish products in l972 was $1. 3 billion--
nearly one-third of the nation's torsi adverse balance of pay-
ments for all trade in goods and services. If -you want a critical
national problem to which Sea Grant can relate, that certainly
ie one. But, you' re not going to solve that problem by compu-
tations and dissertations only in terms of maximum sustainable
yield, limited entry, economic efficiency and the like.

Mast of you Sea Granters and, I'm forced to conclude, most
of the Federal Government forget that fish aze caught by people�
living, individual human beings each subject to his own particular
socio-economic conditions. As individuals, they have their own
perspectives, problems, hopes, drives, constraints, expectations,
etc. I have suggested to the Federal Government, end I suggest
to you than an apt fisheries policy goal for rhe United States would
be the eliodnation of the adverse balance of payments io fish and
fish products. We can do this by importing less fish, by catching
more of our own needs and by exporting more fish. Admitting that
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fish stocks must be available to be caught, we do need either inter-
national or unilateral national action to assure that availability,

Beyond that' however, the problera has mainly to do with people--
how to motivate and enable them to cate'n more fish. You' ve got to
identify fisheries capable of further exploitation by American fish-
ermen, and you' ve got to determine the constraints--both those that
aze fisheries related and those that are quite external to fisheries--
thst prevent additional productive effort. Sea Grant is in an ex-
cellent position to undertake such an effort, but by snd large it

so. A fear Sea Grant marine extension agents have gotten
out wirh snd really gotten to know the fishermen snd their problems.
They are the exception, however Too many of you still rely overly
on the academic, theoretical approach alone. This produces a kind
of myopia which blocks dis cernment of the real problems that need to
be solved.

Commercial fisheries should be the sub]ect of a coordinated
Sea Grant-wide investigation and analysis. This should be a
priorly thought-out, managed program culminating by a specific
date in a single report stating the fisheries policy goal,
identifying constraints and remedial actions, reducing al.ternatives
snd making a series of specific recommendations. It would be a
truly multi-institutional, multi-disciplinary program, involving
every expertise from economics and anti.-trust enforcement to stock
assessment, gear research and innovations in marketing.

But, you can't solve a problem until you know what it is, and
you' re not going to define the fisheries problem until you get out
snd know fishermen ae people. rather than statistics . And, I oman
f'ishsrmsn -- not fish buyers' though you hsd better get to know the
kinds of games they play, too, for they share a lot of the blame
for the present state of U.S. commercial fishezies.

OUTSIDER' S VIED NUMBER FOUR

Sea Grant, what's thatf C4tsirfa of yourselves anct a ueref f'~
others, rroho+ suer heard of Ssa Grant.

As OMB is wont to chide, you don't have a constituency, and
one budget-making factor you must not forget is that Federal spending
is responsive to voting power -- not only on Capitol HIII but through-
out the length and breadth of this great land. This doesn't mean
you have to go out and hire a high-rate ~ hot-shot Madison Avenue flack.
You probably can' t afford it, and it certainly wouldn' t be the best
use of either Federal or matching funds under the circumstances-

But, there are things you can do which don't have to cost much
but which could have a high pay-off rate, namely geeting Sea Grant
better known. First let me say, however, don't go running to mother
Abel and tugging on those apron strings to get the Job dona. That' s
a small. eff'ective, understaffed, overworked shop that does not count
a pubLic information officer in its table of organization. Ão, I'm
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talking about things you can do yourselves -- as an Associatio� n as
Sea Grant program institutions and as individual Sea Gr'antees,

For example, .

How many of the officially designated Sca Grant Institutions
have added these words to the main university sign: "A Sea Grant
Institutio "? How m~y of you take every reasonable opportunity
to tout this fact -- on official university letterhead, in the
logos of their publications, etc,? This is free advertising,
even if the passing motorist doesn't know what a "Sea Grant

is, at least he will know there is such a thing, and he may
take the trouble to find out.

I know that the words "Sea Grant" are used profusely in Sca
Grant newsletters and the like, but here again, you' re talking to
yourselves. You' re sold; you need to scil outsiders. Even in your.
project reports, you don' t. make the most of an opportunity. Usually
on the cover and ti.tie pages the institution gets top billing; Sea
Grant often appears only in the fine print required by law to say
where the supporting funds originated. Give Sea Grant ar. least
equal billing with the university.

Those of you wi.th aquaculture projects underway, you lobster
breeders, shrimp growers and salmon raisers, those of you with
coastal engineering projects, and all of you with more or less
separate physical facilities. . You' re bound to have a sign which
says, if nothing else, "Keep Out," And, it probably says more,
naming the responsible institution, for example. How-many of these
signs also say: "A Sea Grant Project" ? That much additional
stenciling isn't going to flicker a decimal point in your budget,
but the words will be there day and. night, 24 hours a day, out in
public proclaiming that ther'e really is a Sea Grant progrmn and
that it is busy doing good work.

The subliminal impact of standard, easily recognizable marks
and logos is significant, Perhaps this Association shoul.d produce
a gpi.de for such standardization so that wherever Sea Grant crops
up -- in a report, on a sign, whatever -- it will spark automatic
recognition and association.

How many of you engaged in visible, dynamic processes--
aquaculture, for example -- hold open houses and show the general
public around? How often? How many of you volunteer to speak
at high schools, Rotary Clubs, Ladies' Garden Clubs, etc? Has
this Association ever thought of organizing and sponsoring a
traveling exhibit? How many exciting, well-produced documentary
movies have been produced of Sea Grant activities? How many of
these are organized and timed for television features, news featu«tres.
How many articles do you write for general-circulation magazines,
for big-corporation house organs?

How many of you have suggested to your suppliers that hhey »ght
like to feature their product as used in your project in their
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to interest Baiter Cronkite-
in this oceanic analog of the
you notify your Congressman
maybe even giving him the

advertising casg>aigo? Has anyone Cried
an admitted enthusiastic acean-freak-
lsnd grant college system? How many of
regularly of Sea Grant accomplishments,
first opportunity to break the story7

There are countless little things you csn do. It's mostly a
matter of being aware of them and then making sure that someone does
something about them. It's your reputation and your budget, It' s
up to you, therefore, to do as much as you can within existing
constrsinta.

As far ss big public relations is concerned, since Sea Grant
doesn't have the money. either in Washington or among the institutions>
you have to put others to work for you. Perhaps you should give more
attentio~ co the potential of joint university-industry projects.
There ia a dearth of these even though they are urged under Sea Grant.
This may be because you don't think big, enough, because you don' t
extend your vision, and because you' re not oriented to practice and
profit.

This wouldn' t be penny--anCe stuff. We' re talking about a
SIVO-to-$200-million proJect with industry putting up virtually sll
thv money and with the role of Sea Grant being that of senior conceptual
aod technical consultants. Ses Grant would be funded both by the
FsdsraJ Government and by industry. Federal funds would come not only
f rom the Sea Grant budget, but also from other agencies with techniques
«nd concepts they desired Co test out.

Why an airline, a hotel chain and an oil cong>any? First of all.,
because they have lots of money, are profit orient:ed and because such
a project f f t» in with their long-term corporate interests. The airline
carrtos people to thr: resort. Hotel facilities house them. The oil
cospauies' Interests may be e little direct ~ except that they want
yachtsss.n to use their products. Anyone familiar vith Phillips
Petroleum company>s pier 66 in Fort Lauderdale, Florida, will know whse
I ms au ~
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As sn example of the sore of thing I have in mind, visualize a
J oint Ses Grant.-pan American-Hilton-Exxon project to construct and
operate a 21st Century marine recreation complex, built from the
water up and brand new, employing the latest concepts snd technologies
for both substance and pleasure and seeking in the process to ration-
alize as many use conflicts as possible. In terms of cost and diversity
it would be Disney World iu scope, but it would be geared to marine
recreation io sll aspects--swimming� sunning, boating, diving, under-
water touring, underwater camping, participatory research, explorations,
seminars and other oceanic educational opportunities, and so forth .
lt would be designed to make money. It would also be a demonstration
project fe&Curing optimal utilization of marine recreation resources
with minimum adverse environmental impact, environmental enhancemenC
and simply to prove the methods of minimizing use conflicts.



Maybe such a recreation complex isn't the right project; maybe
there are others just as big, just es challenging, that are more
appropriate. The point I'm trying to make ie: Don't be afraid to
think big, All of you have the prestige, the credentials to approach
the highest councils of big industry. A Sea Grant-wide effort could
conceive and detail such a project. If you clearly show the profit
potential in terms both of dollars and of corporate image-building...
if it's valid snd well thought out, you can sell it. And in so
doing you could realize much latent Sea Grant potential in terms of
funding support, coordinated joint effort and public image building.
Just think how your constituency would be growing if clearly emblazoned
on the Disney World entrance sign were the words:

"A National Sea Grant projects� "
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What Sea Grant Constituencies Want and Expect

John C.   alhoun, Jr,
Texas A & M University

The first question that probably should be asked is what is
meant by Ses Grant's constituencies. I take this to mean the Sea
Grant Association's constituency, inasmuch as the general subject
being addressed is building the Association. This constituency is,
briefly, the members of the Association, i.e., the universities that
contribute their funds and resources to maintain the Association and
to carry on its work. Every university has constituencies which it
serves, including its students, Industry, government agencies, and
the public at large. However, the Sea Grant Association does not
serve these constituencies except ae it serves the universities-

The Association is the creature of the universities and it
must serve them and their purposes in order to justi.fy its existence-
Kach of us as a university administrator must be able to justify to
our presidents and goards the funds that we allocate to the Associ-
ation and its work, either directly or inditectly. Each of us must
be able to satisfy ourselves that supporting the work of the
Association is the best possible use we can make of the resources
at our disposal. 1?e must be able to show that the product of our
Association effort is the advancement of educational programs and
the university'e fields of service. If we cannot make this
determination, then the Association has no reason for being and we
have no basis on which to justify its support.

Therefore, ss my basic point, 1 state that in order to build
the Association, we must examine whether or not it is of service
to those who crested it and who sustain it.

Universities belong to many associations and similar groups
engaged in common program effort. ithy do we have thi.s particular
Association? Vhy is the activity not a part of another association,
for example, the gational Association of State Universities and
Land Grant Colleges or the American Council on Education?
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It must be that, as universities, ve expect something dif ferent
from this particular group, something that cannot be done through
another group such as the Land Grant Association. Ic must also be
something that we cannot reasonably expect. to be done through an
existing alternate association channel, There also must be an
expectation of a product from the Association's work that cannot
be achieved by individual university ef fort. If the end result.
could be achieved individually, there vould be no reaso~ to band
together. What are these unique things'. I see three broad purposes
and expectations.

The first of these is that we ought co expect a clarification
and elucidation of a specific area of concern to the university, a
concern that requires separate identification. What is this area of
concern? I think it is marine rerources. It is not the Sea Grant
program, although that is the name we use in the Association. How-
ever, as universities, the Sea Grant program is only a channel for
f~nding a part of the program that is of interest. The area to which
we direct our attention must be marine resources in the broad sense
that parallels agricultural resources. The Association ought to
undertake as the first order of business a clarification snd dis-
cussian of this subject area and what it is all about. What does
the subject encompass? Where does it fit into the university
cotmaunity and what resources will be required for carrying on the
university's work in the field? Who is doing what?

From this paint of view, there are a number of specif ic things
that the universities would like to have guidance on and which they
ought to be discussing together. One of these is the organization
of subject matter. As I have indicated at other times, there is no
academic discipline called marine resources, Subjects of interest
to us are found in many areas. Yet, if we aze going to advance this
field, we somehow have to organize it as subject matter so that ve
can find our way around it and explain it to others. Hov will the
universities undertake this organization? By and large, ve have not
addressed ourselves to th5.s subject. We are still thinking in terms
of the disciplinary fields that are involved, such as ocean engi-
neering, economics, etc., rather than a total area,

Another resulc that I think the universities might expect of
the Association's vork is a discussion of the kinds of curricula
that are needed to serve this field. What are the universitiesdoing in this respect? What ought they to be doing'? Is it possible
to satisfy the needs that are gro~ing in this field through existing
curricula or do we have to build new ones? Si~ilarly, vhat are the
career opportunities? After all, ve serve the public and students
by providing programs of activity that will contribute to certaincareer objectives. How are we describing these to our students?

Another kind of question on which ve need guidance is theorganization of these university programs Do we create nev colleges,
institutes, or departments, or do we carry on our university
activity on an ad hocbasis? R>st of the universities that have
come into the Sea Grant program with large programs have beenfacing these organi.zational problems. Yet, I don't believe I have
ever heard a comprehensive discussion of this question at one of
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the Association meetings.

Finally the Association might be expected to make some kind of
inventory of what is going on.

y th I think as a f irst expects tion, the univer-In summary, t en,
sities would like to think that tire Association is spending some
time on identifying ite overall area of concern and that it is pro-
viding guidelines for how this area should fit into a university and
hov it should be handled organizationally ln doing this the
Association must be aware of snd keep informed about sister
Associations � -i.e., land Grant and the University Council on Water
Resources.

The second thfng, that I think a university might expect from
the Association is an idenr.ification of the broad issues relative to
educational programs fn marine resources snd the achievement of
collective agreements on the substance of these issues. In making
thfs observation, I do noc anticipate that the Association should
tty to represent the unfversities in promoting these issues. The
Association may or may not play a representative role depending
on what the universities want to do after the issues have been
identif fed and fleshed out. I think it is important that the
Associat.fon play the role of giving the university infoosation
about the fssues that are identified and an analysis which will
allow the univeraf ty to formulate its own position ~ The univer-
sitiess can Jecfde whether nr not they wish to take a collective
position through the association or some other group. It is not
necessary that one of the end products of the Association be to
take a particular position. Rather, it is necessary to identify
the issues and to elucidate them so that the uttiversities can say
what they want to do.

There are several areas in which issues may arise: One is
fntetactfona vith other academic areas and with broad university
programs. For example, where does marine resources activity fit
fn wfth reaper.t to water resources, energy, food, and many of the
other problems with whfch unfverities are dealingf A second area
in whfch f asses may be identified snd vhere analysis is needed
rt tati s Lu sources of funding for university support and broad
rducat fonal advancement of the marine resources program. This
Issue may fnvulve an analysfs of the future of the Sea Grant
program, 1 t mav «iso fnvolvs alternate sources of funding and
recoamendetluna to Federal agenciee far startf.ng nev prOgrama.

St f 11 «nother area fn which issues may be identified is the
need  or regional or national programs in selected fields that are
a part of Lha total effort. These national programs might also
apply Lo certain functfunal rhfngs such as advisory services or to
the need  nr oceanographic laboratories� . Another very obvious area
fn which issues may arfse haa to do with legislation and the relative
pr fnrf ties uf unfversf ties for supporting government programs at
both the state and net fonal level.

Finally, it seems to me tfrat issues may arise out of the
general questfon of how the broad field of marine resources can be



nurtured arul developed, how do nest universities get into the field,
what Rind of standards are nec.essary for high quali.ty programs, and
fn what sorts of ways a university Chat is not active in the marine
resources field can relate to those that are.

If the Associarion vill develop activities and products along
these three lines, it will not have anything to worry about so far
as the future is concerned The Association will build and grow.
However, the Association must be positive in its approach rather
than negative. It must address itself to the question of developing
the total marine resources educational programs needed in rhe nation
and must not become narrowly identified with just the Sea Grant pro-
gram and its operations. The Association, to achieve these goals,
must also avoid a protectionist point of view. It must not get into
the posirion of Crying to protect a particular single source of
funding or a particular kind of university program.

In this respect, I think one of the most unfortunate things
about the Association is the fact that it carries the name of Sea
Grant, because this gives the connotation that it is a servant of a
particular single government program. In contrast, I know that some
of you are familiar with the Universities Council on Water Resources,
a similar type of association. Members of UCDWR are many of the
universities that ace also members of the Sea Grant Association.
UCOWR, however, addresses irself very broadly to rhe question of
water resources and its many ramifications within the university
community. It also addresses itself to national and regional issues.
It has avoided identification with a single funding program. In my
opinion, it might be very worthwhile for this Association to change
its name to eliminate Sea Grant in favor of Marine Resources. Even
though rhe government has not followed through on the sea grant
concept, the universities should not abandon ir. I'm nct sure nou
whether the name is a millstone or a blessing, as  E. Seabrook! Bull
pointed out.

not try to do the jobs that
not the Associarion's business
to manage the national Sea
fisheries program, or to

Pine lly, the Association should
are somebody else's business. IC is
to develop a national marine policy,
Grant program, to produce a national
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The third broad way in which the Association can offer a product
useful to the universities is for the Association to provide a
collective representation to the public that supports universities
with respect to this total field. In other words, the Association
can be a spokesman that relates to students, government, and industry,
not for establishing positions in which the universities would
necessarily take a collective stand but for explaining, to these
groups what the subject is all about, what the universities are
doing, what the issues are, and how the universities may relate to
any of these groups. In other words, Che AssociaCion could give
these publica of the university the besC overall analysis of what
this thing i.s all about. This verges on public education and public
information functions, but it is a very important task for an
Association to undertake. perhaps it discharges this function in
part by stimulating the individual universities to carry on a
greater public information effort in the field.



de@clop msr ine resources . Stick. to ed ucat fonsl roles . The Ass 0-
c fat foe csn contribute to these goals by dofng the sorts of things
Z have tried to outline delineate the programer area and its role in

identify snd analyze the issues, and provide a collective
representatfon to the public.



Panel Summary: Building the Association
RVII lidn! '.!.  i.I It he!
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Fo~ t

Folloving rhe general session on "Building the Association,"
the panel of speakers and approximately 20 additional persons met
to consider possible future directions snd activities of the
Association. Fwch participant vas requested to idenrify those
actions which he or she fe.lt to be of significance. Following this
enumeration, a voting sysrem resulted in the establishment of
priorities from among the nominated action areas. These activities
vere then grouped in four major headings for discussion and con-
sideration.

Before outlining the range of reco!msendatlons, it should be
noted that many of the proposals are interrelated snd in some cases
are dependent on prior action in another category. Nonetheless,
the list gives some indication of the directions which the panelists
and others felt were appropriate for the Association.

The four major areas in vhich recuse!endations vere made were:
 I! Association purposes and function; �! organizational arrange-
ments within the Association; �! Association communications efforts;
and �! specific projects.

I. AesceiattOr! yurpOaea or!rl funoti.Ons.
A olaar priority item was the need for definition of Associatiion

functions based on existing financial capability and of its responsi-
bility to member institutions. It was suggested that a group con-
sisting of the Executive Committee plus appropriate non-Association
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personnel be directed to develop a proposal reccssxending Associstinn
purposes and Implementing activities, Included among the specific
suggestions in this categ,ory mere:  I! the production of an
analytical. report. on the present and future status of the 'ses
grant" concept �! that the Association conduct I.ts activities on
a marine resource-wide basis, not limited strictly to Ses Grant
proposals and pro]acts; �! tbe evaluation of Association programs
on a cost/benefit basis prior to Implementation; snd �! consideration

the feasibility and desirability of Association inputs to NOAA snd
other Federal marine-related agencies in order to affect their programs
snd financial allocation policies

Il. Or !omisatian Arrangemente

Substantial support was evidenced for the establishment of an
Association office in  fashington, D.C., staffed by a part- or full-
time executive director. It was felt that this would provide
necessary exposure for the development of the Association's image
and a base for both formal and semi-formal information dissemination
efforts, Further organizational issues raised included:  I! that
the Association emphasize semi-formal lobbying focused on appro-
priations; �! that the Association develop a membership campaign in
order to broaden Its constituency and raise additional. funds for
operations; �! that the Association's name be altered to more
accurately reflect its purposes snd functions; �! that all members
be accorded co-equal participation in the Association; and �! that
the relationship between the respective functions of the Council of
Ses Grant Directors and the Association's Executive Committee be
clearly defined.

II I. Cameuni oa tione

It was felt that the Association needed to engage in s variety
of communications activities and that this might best be arranged
by establishing a task force to make specific recommendations to
the Kxecutive Committee. Among the concepts suggested were:
 I! that external contacts snd activities be increased in order to
secure more beneficial exposure for the Association and its ob-
jectives; �! that careful consideration be given to the structure
of future annual meetings of the Association, specifically that a
decision be made whether to emphasize substantive professional
topical' Association organizational topics, or a blend of each;Iland �! that s public relations documentary package" be developed
for quick response to Inquiries concerning the Association and
its Ses Grant. and marine related activities.

IV. Speez.fto Pradeote

The following specific pro!etta were recommended lis d h
in the or n e , ste ere

meetin : I
der of degree of support from the partici I h Ir c pants n t e panemeet ng' ,  ! that the Association undertake sn analysis of the role

of education within the sea grant concept ith haw t emphasis on curri
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culuta and career ana3.yuia;  Z! that a group he. amaignsd to ~e
tBe organization of czarina resources programs in variooa institutions;
�! that &vestigatTon be. made of the PosaihilitJJ of hav"g
~ciation Provide grum its ~ inst'itutions! assistance to
Congressional comas' ttees aod hhainistrative agencies engaged in tha
consideration of legislation and regulations, respectively; �! th t
a directory of work in progress hy member institutions be developed
sod circulated; Qg that white papers be developed on the theme o of

proper resource development as an aid to program management fo r
~ember institutions; �! that a group undertake a quality e"aluation
~f the competences of auuaber institutions of the association
undertake various Pro]acts; �! that Professional advisory Panels
he developed to assist upcoming member institutions;  8!
uaodel be developed ta assist members in selecting the most beneficial
program to pursue;  9! that regional program possibilities be
identified; and �0! that other sources of marine resource pro]cot
funding be identified.
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A qua c O l t ore in PerSpeCtiVe

Harold L, Goodwin
OffiCe of Sea Grant
National Oceanic and Atr»ospheric Administration

Here and there on thc University of Delaware campus are
attractive posters on which the principal object is earth as seen
fram space, and a legend:1

Man ia pm't of a natural system, the Earth,
ard ts uit&rntely sub.~eat to the Linrits of
that system.

Implicit in that legend is the fundamental reason for
developing the full potential of aquaculture.

The simple fact is that mankind is placing so many demands on
the planetary system that some limits of the system already are in
sight. Of principal concern in a discussion of aquaculture is the
limit on che potential supply of animal protein to feed the growing
human population.

In the United States, since colonial days, we have not con-
sidered aquatic proteins to be a part of the basic animal protein
supply. Instead, with the development of land animal husbandry, we
became a society of beef, pork, and poultry eaters. Seafoods are
essentially luxury items, eaten for caste and variety, not because
we depend on them for proteins .

In mid-1973, we received a rude shock. Beef became relatively
scarce and prices soared. That was the most visible manifestation
of a trend. But there were others, less noticeable in terms of
di.rect Impact on the consumer. People concerned with sea products
were aware that the Peruvian anchovera fishery had declined sharply,
and were further aware chat the United States has become too
dependent on fishmeal from chat fishery. As supplies of fishmeal
dwindled, prices rose, from $120.00 a ton to more than 8700.00 a
ton at one point.2
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The problems of Peruvian fishermen and the vagaries of the
Itumholdt Current, would seem to have little intereat to Americans,
hut the fact ia that our higbL technology system for producing laud
animals and poultry depends on protein feeds, and Peruvian fishmeal
is a major source, When decline of the anchoveta ishery was coupled
with both natural disasters and human errors in handling of the
vegetable protein crop marketing, production costs for '. eef and
poultry soared. With prices held down, we saw the spectacle of
farmers killing chicks and cattle left on the range inst.ead of
being moved into feed lots for final fattening. 3

We also saw an increase of fishery products in the supermarkets.
people began eating species to which they were not accustomed. Fish
quite suddenly tu~ned from a nice change in diet to a sig~ificant
alternat.ive source of table protein.

Even assuming that the situation was, to a great extent, the
result of a temporary combination of natural and human factors, it
demonstrated the complex linkages in the food production system and
our dependence on imports from the natural harvest of the sess.

There is another factor in our approach to serious Limits. It
is usually referred to as the "energy crisis." We think of this i.n
terse of gasoLine shortage, heating fuel shortages, and the environ-
mental impact of power plant location. but a salient factor usually
escapes ue: Our agriculture, the greatest in the world in terms of
productivity, is energy-dependent Agriculture is high technology.
The huge productivity depends on strains of plants that could not
survive without human nurture', they must be fertilized, irrigated,
protected from natural enemies. We nurture our plants with chemical
fertilizers end pesticides that it takes enormous amounts of energy
to produce. We irrigate by the further expenditure of energy. And,
in the process, we provide ares runoffs of chemicals that are fine
fot' the plants, but are pollutants in our ~stere, and so accelerate
eutrophication in some places and poisoning, in others. All of which
helps to reduce natural productivity of fish and shellfish ~

Man ie part of a closed system--and from the viewpoint of the
ecologist, intervention in one part of the system ultimately affects
all the other parte.

If we look at the productivity of t.he oceanic part of the
system, we find some interesting nmabers. Before he turned to aqua-
cuiture, John Ryther of the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution was
e recognized scientific authority on natural productivity. Several
years ago, he estimated that the total animaL produccivity of the
oceans wss on the order of 240 miLlion metric tons, of which perhaps
100 million metric tons would be available for human harvest.4

In February, l973, the Food and Aquaculture Organization held
s conference on fishery management and development, and Minister
Jack Davis of Canada reported chat Canadian fishery scientists
estimated the total world maximum sustainabLe yield of fishery
products st 100 million metric tons~yther's figure, arrived at
i.ndependently and based on fishery statistics. Davis fut'ther
estimated that maximum sustainable yield might be reached world-
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wide hy 1980.

Ona can. argue about the. numbers, and experts do But their
arguments do not attack the. basic concept, that the limits of the
planetary system for oceanic harvest are. in sight. Time estimates
may vary by a decade or two, and the total harvest may be off by
a factor of 50 percent-Nut such refinements do not invalidate the
critical premise.

s d~nd increases ~ as real incomes rise around the world,
the portents become clear. We must have sources other than the
natural harvest for aquatic proteins, and this is just as true
of the protein-rich United States as ir is of nations that have
depended primarily on aquatic protein sources.

Don Whitaker of the National Marine yisheries Service has
pointed out in an excellent paperb that U. S. imports of fishery
products have increased at an essentially constant rate since 1950.
We have been the world 's principal importer of some species�
shrimp, for example. We import about 65K of the shrimp we eat,
and our imports are from nearly 60 nations. Until 1972 ' we had
the world market cornered pretty well; there was no real compe-
tition. In that year, the Japanese outbid us for the first time.
With the kind of aggressive competition Japanese seafood eaters can
provide, i.t's easy to visualize the price of shrimp rising beyond
the ability of anyone to psy except the rich.

Shrimp is only the first manifestation of the rising world
demand, and hence rising competition, for fishery products And,
to repeat the point, the United States is dangerously dependent
on other nations for its seafood consumption.

Other nations, in turn, are dangerously dependent on a resource
whose limits are clearly visible.

The trends need not be overstressed to make the point. As
stocks of fish level off or decline, there will be less profit in-
centive for fishermen, less return on public investment for nations
that subsidize or operate their own fisheries, }.ess supply with in-
creased demand and greater purchasing power It's not a hopeful
picture

Unless we develop aquaculture as a viable alternative.

Let us define our subject:

AquaouLture: the cu2ture and husbandry of
aquatic organisms; the controL and management
of' aquatic pLants and animaLs reared in Larpe
numbers in controLLed or seLected enuirorunents
for economic or socia2 benefit. y
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That ia tha NflAA Definition, spelled with an "An for aqua
as rhe rest of the. worLd traditionally spells it

gecause wm have been protein-rich, our approach to aquaculture
in the United States has been that of a dilettante. We have not
really been serious about it, nationally speaking. We have had no
focused effort, no national goals, no national priority . We have
accomplished quite a great deal in some fields, but almost in spite
of ourselves.

It is time for a structured, planned effort, and we beLieve
f.t is up to NOAA to take the lead.

Too often, as people begin research into aquaculture, it is
with a half-assumption that the wheel of aquaculture has not. yet
been invented, when, in fact, it is turning with ever-increasing
velocity. Aquaculture exists. It is a fact of life, we don' t
need to invent it; we need to improve it, as we improved agriculture.
Furthermore, we must improve it with attention to energy limitations.

Fortunately, for culture of many species, the source of energy
is the cheapest, least-polluting source of all: sunlfght. It is the
energy that drives most of present world aquaculture.

At the FAO confezence in February, T. V. R. Pil.lay of the FAD
Department of Fisheries estfmated total world aquaculture production
at more than five million tons. He further cited estfmates of a ten-
fold potentfal--50 million metric tons or more.g

lIhen we examine Pi.llay's figures, it becomes clear that the
world species cultured most intensively are of little present
interest to us in the United States. Carp, milkfish, and mullet
lead the list. All are essentially herbivores whose culture is
based on the simple economics of usfng sunli.ght as the basic energy
source, Further, although the culture of carp fs centuries old and
their life cycle is undez control, milkfish and mull.et culture are
based on collection of wild Juveniles.

As we go into the world aquaculture literature, ve find the.
ever-present demand for relfsble sources of seed stock, and it is
clear that, to improve aquaculture. ss we have animal husbandry on
lund, the basfc biology of reproduction fs a ffrst requirement.

This fs also true of the qufte dfffercnt species of aquatic
anfmais we prefer fn the United States. We have achieved mass
production of relatively few species, with trout and catfish as
the leading examples for private commercial operations and salmon
in publfc aquaculture for stocking commercial snd spozt fisheries.

Apart from species, there sre other diffezences in U.S. aqua-
culture requirements and those of other nations. World aquaculture,
by nnd large, is labor intensive. With s few regional exceptions,
operatfons that depend on low cost labor are not economically
fessfble in this country.
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The answer, obviously, Is high-technology, intensive culture
systems suitable. to the U.S. economy, gut, just as, ohviousl.y, some
of our most prized animals are territorial and aggressive, and not
easily put into intensive systems. Further, the aquatic animals we
like in the Unf tea States, excluding only the mollusks, are either
omnivores or carnivores. They need animal protein in their diets--
and such diets are expensive.

Except for some ethnic preferences, Americans aren't really
fish eaters. We' re seafood eaters. We prefer what George Pigott
of the University of Washington once referred to as "Tiffany foods."
Lobsters and. other crustaceans--above all, shrimp; mollusks of
several kinds, but not that prize mollusk, the blue mussel; and
selected finfish make up our table diet.. Generally, ve prefer fillets,
sticks, or other simple-to-eat forms of f ish.

This marketing fact of lif e has caused American aquaculturists
to focus on the marine species generally most difficult to culture.
Our commercial successes, for the most part, have. been achieved in
fresh ~ster.

We begin to see breakthroughs In some marine or partly ~arine
species. Our long experience in salmon hatcheries has led to pen
culture of individual portion salmon, and has opened up a whole nev
prospect of private ocean ranching of salmon. Ability to hatch and
culture shrimp has caused a number of companies to leap into com-
mercial activity even though ve do not yet have full control of. the
shrimp's life cycle. We already lead the vorld in oyster production;
now ve're in good shape to transfer our ability with oysters to other
mollusks.

We vill continue to want good table seafoods. The demand will
rise, and with it the pt ice. This means a new look at the economics
of aquaculture.

The United States i.s by far the world's leading consumer of
energy � and we throw a great deal of it away, in the form of thermal
effluents, sewage, and processing vastes. It's time to develop means
of using the energy we waste by applying It to aquaculture--and,
more specifically, to the aquaculture of low-value animals that can
be mass produced both. for fishmeal and for human foods. The common
factor among the low-value ani~als is that they are lov on the scale
of trophic levels. They are herbivores, for the most part, or they
feed on the complex of plants and animals that grow in detritus, or
algal mats. Nutrients from wastes of all kinds, and thermal affluent
to increase temperatures can also increase productivity, but the
major energy source for these organisms is sunlight, the process
of photosynthesis.

Growing animals for fishmeal might not cause serious diffi-
culties, but lack of public understanding of biological processes
vould prevent ready adoption of fish cultured in sewage � and would
give certain State and Federal agencies a shock so great it might
cause cardiac arrest.
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This is where rhs food technologist comes in. The recent develop-
ments in food processing have been so dramatic and promising that
they show the way to entirely new aquatic food products, changing
and reconstituting low-value aquatic animals so drastically that
Chair origin is unrecognizable A discussion of seafood technology
is worth a day in itself, snd I can besC refer you to the experts
in the Sea Grant food science and technology programs, and to the
technology laboratories of the Rational Marine Fisheries Service,>

The point I want to make is that our natiooal approach to aqua-
culture must be holistic. We can no longer afford to focus on a
single aspect of aquaculture--the commercial production of high
value foods.

further, we can no longer afford to overstate the case for
aquaculture. I think we can demonstrate through economic pro-
jections that the need for aquaculture will increase, and that
national priority and investment sre strongly indicated . But the
time frame for realization of the potential of aquaculture must be
realistic, and it must be based on a full systematic approach in-
volving, not only the biologists, but the engineers, economists,
managers' social psychologists, and lawyers.

Since issuance of the Stratton Report in 1969, the promise of
aquaculture hae been held out with promise of relatively quick
return. A lot of us were caught up in enthusiasm which was warranted
in terms of the long-range potential ~ but not realistic in the short
range. Every advance was labeled as a maJor step roward fast re-
sults.

The very nature of living organisms means that fast results
are seldom achieved. Even if there are no problems of mass pro-
duction, economics, disease, legal or institutional barriers,
nutrition, water quality, or Just plain operation of Murphy's Law,
it takes time to grow any animal fram egg, Co salable maturity. The
tine may range from a half year, to four years in the case of ocesn-
ranchad salmon, and this means that the experimenter needs time to
go through several cycles and prove out his system. Because all the
other factors also come into play, during that time he will have
problems of water quality, disease, proper feeds, or mechanical
failures, and get damaged or wiped out.

When iC comes time to apply what he hse learned to the real
eociomconomic world, he finds laws that need to be changed, and
institutional barriers that make a Cretan labyrinth look like a
straight path.

Perhaps you' ve heard of an airplane called the C-5A. Its
development. based on the state of the art, began when I was in
l4ASA ten years ago. The C-5A still isn't fully debugged. If we
can't go faster than that with inert materials, how fast can ve go
with sensitive living, organisms't The answer is, perhaps that fast,
if everything goes well. Perhaps it won' t take ten years in some
cases, if we build on an existing base. But it's difficult to
imagine getting, to full scale. production in much less chan ten
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years, even vith. Che full interdisciplinary approach that's needed
and enough money ta do the job.

This does not suggest chat ve should relax and take aur time,
only that ve must be. realistic in our planning, and in what ve say
to each other and ta people outside the aquaculture circles.

In Ses Grant, and to a large extent in National Harine Fisheries,
we' re primarily interested in marine snd brackish warer animals.
Some have very handy life cycles. Others are extremely difficult.
Fi.sh, particularly, may have very tiny eggs and larvae. Same Larval
forms take many months to turn into juveniles. Some require different
foods at every stage of development. Some ere so sensitive that a
bumped nose opens them to discase and death. Some frustrate us by
turning over and dying foz no reason that we can diagnose.

Even if the very difficult, high value animals aze successfully
cultured Co pilot scale, there are a host of problems awaiting.
These have been summed up in Harold Webber's excellent paper, "Risks
to the Aquaculture Enterprise."LD I have seat s copy to every Ses
Grant Director and I urge rhat you refer to it for a realistic apprai-
sal by a scientist vho really believes in the future of aquaculture
but wha views it through open eyes.

The lack of overall national goals in aquaculture is being
remedied vithin HOAA, under the direction of David Wallace, our
Associate Administrator for Hazine Resources. Within s short time,
we vill have for distribution an initial document which sets forth
NOAA.'s philosophy and objectives, and a NOAA management scheme for
meeting those objectives.

A major element is a statement of the need to make maximum
use of the resources available to us. It would be naive to think
that the development af a program means s substantial flov of nev
money--although ve hope there vill be some. The vay ro make maximum
use of «hst we have, both in Sea Gz'ant and in the National Hsrine
Fisheries Service, is to focus our efforts on results. We haven' t
been doing t'his to s sufficient extent, snd our problem vill be to
provide focus without reducing innovation or penalizing imagination.

What it means in Sea Grant terms is a much harder look at
aquaculture proposals in terms of what is to be achieved, and what
is necessary to reach an objective within s realistic time frame.
We vill also vent to know how the investigators are communicating
snd cooperating with Federal and State agency personnel who are
vorking toward the same objective. We will ask about the vhole
pic'ture: the economics, the legal structure, the engineering� the
environmental impact, and the quantity and quality of industry
i.ntezest. We will be interested in recreational applications,
if there are any.

It seems probable that quite a fev activities that are below
critical mass or unnecessarily redundant vill fall by the wayside.
It also seems probable rhat we vill want to knov vhy an institution
is starting low on the learning curve to develop aquaculture talent



in a particular field of endeavor mhmn a fellow Sea Grant institution
already ham the talent and capability which. can be applied to a local
or regional situation through cooperative endeavors.

tfe suggest that Sea Grant institutions get busy now to strengthen
cosmaunicationa, and a good place to start is with our colleagues in
the Lfational Marine pishariea Service. Ve assume that Sea Grant aqua-
culture investigators already are in good communication vith state
agencies and we' ll be checking to see if the assumptions are solid
or shaky.

If aquaculture is to develop in the United States, and have
significant impact on our. socio-econrxsic structure, it is essential
that sn aquaculture constituency be developed � and that means that
the aquaculture community must be brought together through communi-
cations and common ob]ectives. It also means that confidence in the
future of aquacul.ture must be engendered among people vho sre not
aquaculturists, which in turn means that we hsd better begin to show
resul,ts, in terms people can understand: products in the marketplace,
employmeot, a return on investment, a contribution to that ephemeral
but real thing we call the quality of life.

But, while we are focusing our efforts, while we are obtaining
usefu'1 results that will be the base for a greatly expanded national
aquaculture ventures' ve must not develop myopia. For Ses Grant in
particular, a long view is essential. We must anticipate both pro-
blems snd opportunities of the futures a decade and more ahead, snd
lay a base of solid research for them vhile we continue to work on
the problems and opportunicies of the next five years.

In particular, because of the preoccupation of Sea Grant in-
stitutions with the whole problem of marine resource utilization,
including the Coastal Zone, we can make a special, vital contri-
bution in maintaining perspective, constantly examining aquaculture
as one use of the coastal ares which must be considered in context
with other uses � some of which are antagonistic, others of which are
compleaentsry.

A very important facet of s total NOAA Aquaculture program for
the future vill be the development of s strong, mutually supporting
relationship with the National Hsrine Fisheries Service, the Bureau
of Sports Fisheries and Wildlife, snd--to a more specialized degree--
with other Federal agencies vhose missions relate in some degree to
aquaculture. Federal laborarories snd university research facilities
ere different; they are manned by people vho are both similar snd
different--snd the differences lie principally in motivation snd
mission, not in training or even experience. The question we must
answer, snd to which the answer must evolve and not be imposed, is
how can s national aquaculture effort make best use of the strengths,
motivations, snd resource~ of each.

Both Sea Grant snd HHFS operate under constraints. Availability
of funds is a very serious constraint to both of us, but. NHFS has a
constraint Sea Grant fortunately does not share: our fisheries
colleagues must operate under rigid personnel ceilings at a time vhen



the government is under orders to reduce its size rather than expand.
This means that MS has a handicap in trying to put together the
total. teams necessary to rover the whole spectrum of aquarulture-
related activities.

One purpose of Sea Grant was to create multi-di.sciplinary teams
able to take on all aspects of a system--in tiris case, an aquaculture
system. Our success has been spotty, to say the least. In most
cases, the biologists have continued to dominate aquaculture without
sufficient help from engineers, economists, sociologists, lawyers,
and other critical specialties. If we stress this total systems
approach, particularly in combined efforts with the entire aqua-
culture community, Sea Grant can make a particularly valuable contri-
bution in providing the kinds of expertise other parts of the
community cannot provide for themselves during the research and
development phases of aquaculture progress. Sut contributions are
not made in a vacurrm � and good corrmrunjcations and a strong, des ire to
cooperate are essential.

It's time ro bring the pieces together and develop a solid,
total approach to aquaculture. If we do this !ointly with the
whole aquaculture community, we will have a new and exciting surge
in aquaculture development--and we will again prove the principle
of synergy by demonstrating that the whole is considerably greater
than che sum of its parts
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On BeComing a Vlaritulturist

Iohn R. Donaldson
Oregon 5?ate University

I would like a show of hands as to what you consider you do for
s living: How many of you are scientists? How many are aot'? By
whom are you employed: academic institutions; governmental agencies;
private enterprise? How many make their living as fish farmers?

It appears that roughly 75X of you are scieatists while the
ranaining must be administrators. You appear to be split evenly as
to academic and governmental employment with a small scatteriag in
private enterprise. I saw two hands up for fish farmers of the 103
of you that I have counted in the audience .

Since this is a conference called by Sea Grant people for Ses
Grant people, I an not surprised by the results of my informal
polling. On the progran of participants I can find only one name
from industr'y and he i,s for aerospace, Hy name on the program is
misleading as it has me as an academician. This is oaly 25X true.
The remaining days aad nights of the week I am a fish farmer. I
have been asked here to this conference to share with you the busi-
ness of becoming a mariculturist, or more to the point, a fish farmer.

The conference brochure indicates that the challenge of this
year's gathering is to shape the future use of the sea through Sea
Grant Association action, based on factors that are hopefully going
to come forth here in the next few days. It is apparent from the
session headiaga that questions are still being asked as to where
is Ses Grant, where is it goiag and how is it going to get there.
This sane evaluating process also occupied the group that gathered

portland, Oregon, in Birch 1970 for the third Sea Grant Can-
ference~ich I remember well as I served as chairmaa of the or-
ganising committee. ?tt that session we did the usual overviewing;
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looked et outselvea frora outside and inaide, and vere challenged
by a variety of irrdivf dualm.

EVtdently this is a continuing process that is necessary to
shape future. directions ~ I vill, therefore, bear dmso on the facrs
af life that I feel are necessary ro becoming s fish farmer in hopes

tire problems can be excised for solution. finding and the present
successes be made available for bolstering the "paymff syndrome"

is a necessary and continuous part of Sea Grant ac tivities .

When E mas re-reading the Proceedings of the Third Sea Grant
Conference I vent first ta a presentation titled The Econorrric
Challerrqe by F. Ward Paine, President of Oceanographic Fund, Inc.,
of Palo Alto, California. I clearly remembered that Ward Paine had
inrieed delivered a challenging address. I vould like to read a para-
graph from his paper as it stated the problems of farming the sea
which vere present then, and, based on my recent experiences, are
even «ore eo nav.

%hat happened to the farvrr-the-sea conoepte, aqui-
nrlture using @em shore rsater bottoms or estuaries?
Any promising entrepreneur rvho hopes t'o use near shore
areas for aquiouiture 9 chances out of lg rvill run
into a fantastic spectra of problems. yie rrnjor pro-
blems vill not be technical ones. LhtezpectedLy, the
aquiculture errtreprsneur'e rrujor problems have turned
out to be urhat is euphemistically called institutional
problem. If the aquiculturist can solve his technical
problems, trhich ie no mean task but is being done today,
he finds hirrreelf in death grips with the Corps cf En-
gineers, the applicable state lands comrrrission, county
government, the municipal government, a torsn govern-
ment, the port authority, the rvater quality people,
the FDA, and very likely every one of the conserva-
tionist groups, "

i@ere to Begin?

To start a fish farm for some is a dream, for others a whim,
and for a few sober folks it i.s a serious challenge. Only the
latter vill ever come close to making a go at fish farming. But
no matter vhat the motivation, each must settle s fev basic
questions before beginning. These questions sre vhere to locate,
whet to begin to rear snd hov much to grow. These are not mutually
exclusive situations, but in the first analysis they can be con-
sidered separately. You certainly would not pick Florida to produce
s million pounds of pan-siaed Pacific salmon for market,

No matter Were you are or vhat you want to do, the basic
Ingredients are a piece of land with vater flowing over or near it,
an indigenous stock of animals or plants, and you are ready to
start serious planning. It is not possible here and nov to cover
sll the combinations or potential fish farm situations, and further'-
more, if I tried It vould only dilute the important Issues in
developing aquaculture that I hope ro convey. I ~ therefore going
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to be autobiographical and use our firm, Oregon Aqua-foods, lnc.,
in Hevport, Oregon, as a case hiscory,

lt started way back in my younger years vith a need to produce
something tangible for a living. For 20 years it lay while I ex-
perienced life in agencies and institutions to the point Mere the
only door that really had a bright light on the other side vas going
out and actually doing it. Fmough thinking and talking had gone on.

January 28, 1972, was the actual beginning date for Oregon
Aqua-Foods which is important only as a starting reference for the
time required to bring it into being. My vife and I drove to the
coast and began looking for estuarine land. We had already designed
on paper what I refer to as a completely integrated fish farm. The
system would produce fish, mollusks and crustaceans in fresh and
saltvater with complete control of broodstock, food supply, pro-
duction, processing and marketing. I am convinced this independence
in all facets is absolutely necessary in order to assure the quantity
and quality of your product. Diversification of your products in-
creases efficiency and spreads the risks.

Since it is not feasible to proceed into production on all the
possible species simultaneously, it vas necessary to choose which
one or several vould give us the earliest and best cash returns
Thus began the fi~st of many pro forms statements. These become
your paper fish farm. Creat care must be taken in your feasibility
studies. Total honesty is the only vay to proceed. In the selection
of costs elvays use the highest ones and then when they are summed
add at least 20K When you select market prices alvays pick the
lowest one. If you do this and the pro]ections are favorable, you
have avoided kidding yourself and you even may come out a big winner.

Our early efforts in feasibility analyses told us that salmonids
reared in saltwater to pan-size gave by far the best return on dollars
invested. Oysters would bring a profit, but nor. as great as salmon
and trout. Crustaceans weren' t ready for substantial capital invest-
ment in production. This order of profitability should be obvious to
you as being directly related to technological advances. Consider-
able agency and institutional money, mostly tax based, has been
spent on salmonid research and thus there is a wealth of technology
available. Narketability differences also enter into the cost
figures. So the site we selected had to meet the life cycle needs
of the salmonid.

Developing the early pro formas and selecting sites vas the
fun part of the game. When these vere completed it vas putting
them into operation that got sticky beyond belief. Ward Paine's
words vere all too true.

The Parent Ftrrade

One who, like myself, had been trained and steeped in the
agency system, has no comprehension as to hov many regulatory
hurdles, restrictions and ar. times almost total impasses are con-
fronted by a nev business-especially if one considers using any
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port ion of the na tura I envi ronmen t no mat ter how prud en t I y you
tdithout a doubt, developing a fish farm an an estuary,

~ecisiiy in Oregon, has Co he the most closely viewed, scruti-
niz~, invmtig&t&, deb ted and d~ right upi~-upon operation
imaginable. The following listing is s generalization af major
permic areas with accompanying comments, most of which are appro-
priate to Oregon, but I's certain are similar in other areas. As
for separate permits, st last count ve have 18, and there are more
to go ~

Fish Ues: fioat fish reso urces in their natural habitat are
Che property of same unit of government. If i.t is at all legal to
possess tham privately, one or several permits are needed . In
Oregon it requires two formal permits and three letters of approval
to obtain eggs and rear salmon or trout. Disease free certifica-
Cians are also involved.

Recent legislation has greatly liberalized the laws regarding
the possession of salmon stocks bv private enterprise in Oregon.
The new permit system is veil designed to protect the state' s
salmon resources, vet give the entrepreneur the opportunity to
proceed vith broodstock development from which he can obtain his
production stock from the excess eggs.

Land ard Pater Use: Getting permission to use land and vater
is by far the most difficult part of becoming a fish farmer. Long
gone are Che days when you could just help yourself, snd rightfully
so. However, there needs to be some sanity replaced into the pro-
cess. Every level of government snd several sgenci.es on each level
have their say in whet'her or not you can do business. And on
occasions they vill be at cross purposes and the applicant is caught
in che middle. Have you ever tried to pour s concrete floor in a
food processing buiidingf PDA says make it smooth so it can be
cleaned. The safety people say make it rough so the vorkers won' t
fall dovn.

ay last agency count vas twa city departments, four county
groups, eight state agencies and four fedet'al entities, each with
the paver co allow or disallow what you had in mind to do. That
is 16 unanimous yes votes. It is very much like being voted into a
secret. fraternity: one blackball and you' re out. Paranoia toward
agencies is a comson ailment in business today and novhere is it
greater than for sn aspirant or operating fish farmer.

An added frustration ro the imposing list of ~ceded permits is
the frequent lack of assistance from the regulating agency in
helping you with your problems . They set rigid rules, or in some
cases sliding rules that you can't get hold of, snd then serve as
judge snd jury. Frequently there is no place to go for counseliog
in the system. You are on your own to sink or swim. The nevcomer
is hopelessly lost.

It has been suggested that. I vrire a book on my permit-getting
experiences. If I did, which I never vill as it would be only an
academic exercise and use up tine, it most certainly woul.d range from
tragedy to comedy.



Ksre is an area that will curl your hair. Particularly if
you' re a very recent convert from academia into business. Bow do
you pay for your ideaaf First of all. I'm firmly convinced, baaed
on innumerable pro forms exercises, that there ls a critical mass
necessary jn order to make a go at fish farming. Na snd Pa opera-
tions will always he just that, and the corner grocery store is
testimony to thaC approach.. There are those who have gone to the
other extreme and set up grand stock promotioa ventures aad the
mceey game always received more attention than Che fish, They were
ia trouble from the beginning.

Ny experiences tell me that between $500,000 and $1,000,000
sre necessary in the first year ro get an operation underway that
has a chance for success. At this level of front money you should
be able to see some return in the first IS to 24 months whereby
additional funding through lending institutions would be possible.

Believe me, you cannot walk into s bank and ssk for I/2 to
I million dollars to start a fish farm. They will be genuinely
interested in your ideas, as most everyone is since there is great
public interest in fish farming today with some strong exceptions
that I will relate later, But unless you have moneyed backers who
will sign personal guarantees, you' ll just have a nice visit.
Bankers take zero risks . Even federally supporCed loans are difficult.
I have played that game with the Small Business Administration and
wss led down the primrose path for months to the bitter end that
huge personal guarantees were again necessary. Even as in our case
with people oa the Board of Directors with very healthy financial
statements, personal guarantees are tough to get . It makes you
wonder who personally guarantees the foreign sid money our government
gives away by the bushel basketfuls.

The solution is to interest large corporations in your venture.
These people are quick to see your scheme snd size up its potential
and they will act unbelievably fsst in their decisions. The business
mind is an exciting thing to watch. It is s head full of steel
spriags that makes things hsppea aow, aot 6 to 12 months later.
Realize, however, that for their moaey they want control, which
means 51Z. So you lose your nice little company that you had such
greet dreams of personal success snd wealth planned for. But your
dreams were just that without the financial backing. It is certainly
better to have 49Z of something than 100Z of nothing.

There are a number of large firms that are shopping for fish
farms- The Japanese are especially active. You must be most careful,
however, in whom you choose. Large firms with the General Motors
syndrome can be deadening. Oregon Aqua-Foods, Iac., is most
fortunate in being associated with Fisher Companies, Iac., of Seattle,
Washington, which is s family-run operation that hss been in flour
milling and lumbering for over 100 years. It is important that they
understand biological systems. Their people are directIy active in
our fish farm snd they provide additional services in business
management snd legal counsel. that are invaluable.
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Sznagsment. � got %%ps
I am firmly convinced baaed on vimstfrtg numerous state, federal

and private fish culture.l operations over a number of years, that
~ ucceme is not ba,eed solely on technological advances The primary
control is in the management. people, not gadgets or canned programs,
make an operation work. This is even more true in the private sector
where a profit hae to he made or it's all over. Tax supported fsci-
litiem can have costs get out of hand for some time before anyone
notices or cares. The regular profit and loss statement makes con-
siderable difference in hov the management functions.

In OreAqua we have a crew of young professionals who have been
given the challenge of making a fish «rm work. They have been told
that vhen we turn the corner they vill have e piece of the profits.
professional pride also motivates each of us as ve have had our de-
tractors. Professional doubters and ob!ectors have made themselves
known by using the vet blankets of disease, food, geneti.cs, mechanical
failures snd costs. Sportsmen cry that you vill ruin the natural
rune and that Californicetion of Oregon will follow private involve-
ment with salmon rune. Commercial fishermen fear competition.

Sueming up the problems of aquaculture development � it is
not technology, but the socio-legal impediments that are of concern.
Hov do you get resource agencies, the planning commission, the
sportsmen, environmentalists and commercial fishermen to believe
in and possibly support your ideas? Hov do you get state or
federal discharge permit e7 Add to this the financial worries and
you have the problems that really concern a potential or actual
fish farmer. And I have found no one to step forward with guidance,
let ~ lone ensvers.

Aez'e lk>es Help Come From?

i~ah i :Aeoencies nd insiii iio i ti p t i e p * ided
the basic hard facts of life and death in the husbandry of both lend
snd aquatic species. Sea Grant ie e mechanism through vhich efforts
cen continue. And ve do have unsolved problems. From my ventage
poi rat th»se sre disease control, food sources, effluent contt'ol.
yh» r»st are lees important, but none of the completely unsolved
technical problems should hold back a serious fish farmer. Heny
species can nov be reared.

,ri i-1i lir2: Whether yOu are allowed to farm or not is the
question. Who ie talking sense vithin the environmental concern
sp»ctrum7 Certainly not the regulating agencies, that is too much
to expect. Industry'e voice vill most always be suspect es self-
s»rving, vhich is the only way it can be.

'I
Why ran t Sea Crant assume the role of peace maker? Hov many

in S»a Orant adminisrration or research know what the rules and re-
gulationss of EPA, FDA, SEA, OSEA or what other agencies in the
"elplu~b»t soup" tsight be? It is vith these problems that help is
needed.
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Psop Le Bur Carl B! a~ps

Another crying need of the fish farmer is for people who can
do things. A thinking man or woman who can build or mend a function-
ing system is rare. If you find one, pay him well so he won't be
hired away. Presently the Community College program has by far
the best offerings. Our Oregon State Superintendent of Instruction
recently expressed his concern over our information-rich but ex-
perience-poor society of today that has replaced the inforteation-
poor but experience-rich society of 50 years ago. It must be
possible to strike a balance.

The Challenge
Aquaculture must no longer be mauled and pawed over in the

laboratories and test facilities of our institutions. Other areas
of the world stopped this long ago, if they ever began. Thechal.lenge of Sea Grant is to get involved with your local politician,
bureacrat, environmentalist and fish farmer and solve the socio-
legal problems that impede progress.

I%en we can freely and pridefully use the term "farmer" to
mean one who produces a crop from water, then we are philosophically
and physically on our way to economic reality as our land-based
counterparts have been for so iong'
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Who Should Do What irr Aquaculture

R >l>er t W. Sc h<>rlr rig
X,rtr<>rr,rl ht,rr i<le I riherrei Servi< e
Nrt r<>rl rl  !ce,rr>rc,>rid Atr>r<>sl>herrc Admirriitr,>ti<>r>

The title speaks for itself. It implies that some things
shoubd bs done and chere are some entities to do them, I will
xive you some ot my ideas on boCh.

There are instant experts on many things these days. All
you have to do to create one is pour water on its head snd watch
it transform. In this case, pour a little aqua on its head snd
culture it into an aquaculture expert. However, I am not an in-
stant expert on aquaculture. I am merely e fisheries adm inistrator
with experience at the state and federal levels. Hut I have seen
enaugh aquaculture activities � good snd bad--to have some views.
I ofter them for what chey are worth. Uae the ones that are
worth something end discard the ones that aren' t. I have a desire
co see a winner in chis field and I have some ideas on how to go
about it. Qe need some early winners to develop and sustain
support for a sound long-range program.

It is inappropriate for me co get too specific on technical
derails, Instead, I vill talk abouC some concepts. I offer four
" ;'s" for rtuidance. They are CONCEIVE, COORI>IRATE' CONDUCT, and
r:oX>tUHI IATE. Mho should do all ot these things? The maJor partici-
pants are the state agencies, federal agencies, universities, private
induarry, and other incerested parties. Let's see how they fit to-
>tether.

I.  'o>roof<<a. Conceive what needs to be done; there is much
co be done. Consider the needs, requests, and plans of all and
evsluat< chem carefully, Put them together into a master plan.
tte careful, r'or many times an agency has its own cause, often
without regard ta activities of other agencies. The proJect maybe responsive to s specif ic problem, but without a relationship



to an overall plan,. When large new programs with substantial
federal funding are developed, it is s human tendency to want pert
of the action, end the bigger the part the better. I have seen re-
quests for funda for reasons such as-~e need to keen our oresent
staff; ve need to increase our staff: we need mote graduate students;
we should get all the money because we testified for tbe authori-
zation; or all of our projects are the soundest and most needed.
Look for the. most pressing needs and satisfy these on s priority
basis. A good guideline might be resource interest and not self-
interest.

2. Coorrfina~w. Coordinate every phase of the plan with
appropriate interests. After it is conceived and sent out for
cosments, the responses should be coordinated end included as
eppropriste. A ceslistic procedure must be developed to solicit
and incorporate the ideas in an orderly and timely fashion. Final
authority for decisions on inclusion or exclusion in the plan must
be clearly established snd accepted. Circulation of vritten pre-
liminary draft plans is a good approach ss long ss it is clearly
indicated that they sre not set i.n concrete and others are welcome.

It is a good practice to create a coordinating or advisory
committee. Such s group should be involved in the program every
step of the vay, from the initial planning to the successful com-
pletion. When it is a winner, each gets his share of the credit;
and when it is not, each shares in rhe responsibility for the
failure � ss e member of the teem. Backbiting and "I told you so's"
are not nearly ss appropriate comments from a team member as, "We
hed s loser in that one, but the next will be a winner."

It is the responsibility of the overall program manager to
coordinate. He must impress upon all the importance of it, parti-
cularly in a field such as aquaculture in which there are so very
many experts in their own right. I have been in situations when
it ves all--and maybe even s little more than--I could do to co-
ordinate with such competent fellow vorkers who obviously knew
more about the subject than I did, and both of us realized it.

In my judgment, it is absolutely essential that all interested
parties become involved in the development of the plan, No single
entity I have yet encountered has had a monopoly on brains or good
ideas. I have received good ideas--at least much better than mine-
on many fisheries matters from such diverse sources as sport fisher-
men, commercial fishermen, legislators, university faculty, and out-
door writers, to name a fev. As I gain experience, I have become
less concerned about the source of the suggestion and more concerned
about the merits of it. It has been a surprisingly helpful philo-
sophy end I have had more winners ss e result.

There is no question that some fisheries interests spawn more
good ideas than others. Still, others get a better hatch. But
whatever the source, the suggestions merit evaluation A cursory
one msy be enough. The originator justifiably feels considered and
more e part of the team if his ideas get exposure. If the suggestion
is a good one, you have a better program ss a result of including it.



I have never seen a program so good that another good idea would
not make ir. bmrter. Just remember your own reaction when someone
includes one of your ideas in a plan. This concept of widespread
input is particularly applicable in a field like aquaculture that
bms worldwide interest and experts, and work. in it has been going
on for centuries .

It haa been a longtime belief of mine that if there is anything
vm need more than fish it is friends. One way to get them is to
welcome them as part of the team, snd the sooner the better. Let
them start at the beginning. Generally speaking, the longer people
vork together, the better' they vork together.

3. Ccorcfwot.. Conduct the program in a professional way Give
each person the opportunity to do his thing within the overall plan .
Sometimes, this is a neat trick vhen the team includes such different
members as laborers, nutritionists, hstcherymen, pathologists, busi-
nessmen, students, professors, biologists, snd administrators. The
plan must have a time table, deadlines, and ob!ectkves and goals
vhich must be realistic, followed, reached, accomplished, or whatever
One of the quickest ways to lose support and maybe funding is to set
unrealistic deadlines to impress someone for whatever reason and
then fail to meet some of them. There are many things to do with
money these days--so many that some probably will go without. One
of the least popular is to spend it on poorly planned and conducted
programs

4. Cosrewni cate. Communicate could well. be the most important
concept of sll. You must know what all the players are doing. A
system must be set up to insure communication within the team, as
well as from the team to all interested parties. Useful information,
regardless of the source or developing entity, should be given
appropriate distribution on a timely basis. Get it in print in
understandable and usable form for the interested fisherman, busi-
nessman, taxpayer, or fellow worker. This could be new findings or
s concise summary of knovn information. Failures, as well as
successes, are useful to knov.

No good will come of a finding if it is not used . It is a
classic but justified criticism of a great many entities--state,
federal, snd academic types--that they don't publish enough or on
a timely beefs. It doesn't have to appear in one of the nation's
leading scientific journals and be cleared by sn eminent editorial
board to be useful. There is a chance it could be even more useful
if it got out a year or two sooner in relatively simpler form. For
example, fishermen, businessmen, administrators, budget specialists,
snd even scientists will read mimeographed material if it has enough
to offer.

We must communicate what the problems are so we can get st
the answers, We must communicate the answers, even if only partial,
as soon as they can be released, so they can help us attack other
problems to which we get answers to release, sd infinitum. There
is an old saying, "He that has ~ gets'� " or "The rich get richer and
the poor get poorer," In our case, he who has answers, gets more,
and he vho is rich with information gets richer by applying it.
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We have talked about some of the general but important. things
that should be done. Mow, Let's talk about "The Games People Play"
or really, the parts people should play.

Let's talk about the Federal Government first because it is the
biggest and usually the rsost, but not necessarily the best. There
are some things it should r.ake the lead in or do entirely. It should
provide much of the funding, particularly in the early stages, as
well as in the long run, foz certain kinds of basic zes arch. The
work i,s needed, but results that can be applied msy be many years
away. It is not realistic to expect academic institutions oz private
industry to independently bear this burden. However, there are in-
stances in which State agencies may want to do some such work, and
for good reason are the logical ones to do it.

Coordination of the nationwide program logical.ly must rest with
the Federal Government. No other entity has the resources to
accomplish it effectively. It is a pressing need and must bc rset.
There are a great many Federal agencies directly oz indirectly in-
volved in maricultuze. It is easier for a "Fed" to tal.k to another
"Fed." I can remember when I was a state agency director, I thought
the "Feds " had a language all their own and it was foreign to me,
or st least I couldn't get the message.

The %6'S presently conducts large, significant programs in
fishery research snd resource enhancement. These are essential
building blocks in the development of e commercial aquaculture
system. The staff is experienced, srul the prograrss are ongoing.
This should continue.

Sea Grant also has a major statutory role in advancing aqua-
culture. It has a substantial budget for supporting practical
proposals, innovative research end development, and extension
activities in aquaculture, predominantly at the university level.

On the other hand, the Fedetel Government should drop or
reduce certain acrivities when the results demonstrate the
excel. lent potential for comsercial opportunities and there are
r:akers. One of the functions of government is to help, not
hinder or compete with, the development. of new, sound business
ventures.

Ny personal belief is that, in general, whenever non-federal
entities, whether they be state agencies, univezsities, or pzivste
industry, want to conduct a given activity and have some competence
to do it, they should be encouraged to go ahead. There are ampl~
things that are needed to be done in aquaculture for which no
federal interest or capability exists. However, the Federal.
Government has a responsibility to evaluate the need if fedezal
funding is requested or already devoted to it, both within and
outside the Federal Governrsent.

Dissemination of information is another needed action that
can be spearhsaded by ths Federal Government. There should be
s policy of making the useful information available as soon as
possible, snd if others can't do it, we should.
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Lio log I ca an eng neerI I 1 d in ering research and development, as they
apply to aquaculture, s ouhould be carried to the demonstration stage.
Kconomfcs food scfence, and marketing research may be. carried
further under certain circumstances,

State agencies have resource management responsfbili tf as
vbich cen be closely related to some aspects of aquaculture.
geguiatfng or controlling the harvest of intermixed naturally snd
artif fciallv raised fish and shellfish by time> place, method,amount poses problems and requires Information. The states m'sy oe
best suf ted to conduct the studies to collect this information,

Ifany state fisheries agencies have staffs presently vorking
on aquaculture-orfented proJects. They should be continued or
expanded when they fit into the overall plan. If they don' t,
but the state feels a need for the vork to solve s specific local
problem, the vork should continue ss the state sees f it.

Qs in the NNFS feel the states should have a bigger share
of the action In almost sll fisheries programs. That is the
thrust of our State-Federal Fisheries Management Program you have
heard so much about. 'lfe vent to be the catalytic partner to help
Set things done. Me area' c of fering to give avsy the family Jewels
or arll the farm at a bargain price, but ve are saying that it is
high tier there I s more mutual trust, respect, and coordination
batveen the state and fereral fisheries agencies. One vay to do it
Is to fntegrate our aquaculture programs more closely, vith the
states having a more meaningful say.

On the or.her hand, they shouldn't have more federal money
Just because it Is nice to have, and they are states. To qualify,
they need certain competence or the abil.ity to develop It in
appropriate fields ~ as well as the desire and interest to Integrate
their efforts into tha national plan as needed.

Universities vary greatly fn interest, existing programs,
fundfng policies' and receptiveness to integrating, university-
conducted programs fnto a national plan. Huch can depend on hov
the package fs developed and presented. There is, fn my opinion,

large role in the national aquaculture plan for universities.
fn any partnership there are give and take and the need for compro-
mises, and this one vould be no different. gorkars of all types
for the aquaculture industry must be trained, and universities are
experts fn that. 1n the process, much good work can be done on im-
portant problems, although usually of a more short term nature, but
not necessarily. The results from many Ses Great-funded and uni-
versity-conducted proJecte are conclusive proof of the importance
and value of university input.

Unfveraf ties seldom have any significant amounts of in-house
money for the types of studies envisioned in the aquaculture program.
They are grant-orfented and effective at it. And, when necessary,
they can muster a fine cross-section of needed experts on campus.
Ih>vever. In my opinion, th.ay do not belong in management nor do
they belong, fn cosssercial production. They teach, train, try new
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ideas, develop others, and produce meaningful results to other
potential users. That is a lot to do> particularly if it is done
right.

The busfnessman has a very big part of the action. He is the
one who will eventually turn it into a success or failure. Tf we
have done it right and have gone far enough, hia experience, ingenuity
determination and desire to be successful. will make it a winner.
Then all of us benefit in more ways than I have time to list.
Certainly there will be a few who wi.ll botch up what appears to be
a sure winner, but the American businessman has a good track record.
Look st the tremendous strides made in agriculture. Farming the
seas and farming the land have many similarities. Let's hope
that they are equally successful.

There is an increasing incentive for investing in aquaculture.
Food prices are rising. Supplies of many foods, including fish and
other protein, are unable to meet the demands. Risk capital is
available from many sources for various reasons. Numerous en-
couraging results have been produced already. The opportunities
vary from high risk to virtual certainties. The potential is
enormous. As far as I am concerned, the situation is exciting,
and extremely promising in many respects. Further, I am convinced
that much more private capital will go into aquaculture very soon.

Industry can be helpful in identifying problems they see in
making a program commercially profitable. They can suggest studies
that are needed snd even conduct some of them as appropriate. Hany
large companies have enormous capabilities for, as well as extensive
experience in, attacking problems of a type facing qquaculturists .
They should be willing to put something in the pot, too. All take
and no give makes for a poor partnership.

Io sussaary, I am reminded of an engraving over the door of a
portland, Oregon, grade school which reads, "A child has infinite
possibilities: here he msv realise some of them ." In mv opinion,
aquaculture' too, has infinite possibilities. Let's begin to
realize them.

Enough has been learned to date to prove the concept is sound.
Details have to be worked out with some species and under certain
approaches. In other cases, much more must be learned, developed,
proved, disproved, demonstrated, or implemented. The sooner we
get on with solving the problems the better. But I offer four "C'su
for guidance. They are CONCEIVE, COORDINATE, CONDUCT, and COHNUNI-
CATE. Me must conceive a national plan, coordinate its development
and implementation with all interested entiti.es, conduct it in a
cooperative, professional manner, and communicate the results as
soon as they are available for immediate use.

The Federa1 government should be the overall coordinator,
primary funding source, and principal catalyst. It should do the
needed work not suited to or reasonably capable of completion by
others and use its vast personnel, equipment, and facilities po-
tential to the fullest, as appropriate. Needed long-range research
and technological programs should be conducted. Host other work
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should hs completed to the demonstration stage so industry can, tell
if it is economiCal to Cake it from Chere.

State agencies should take the lead in fisheries management-
aasociated aquaculture programs ~ They must play a big part in all
phases of the program, fully usfng available staff and other re-
aout'cea ~

Universities, prfmariiy with the aid of grants from government
and prfvace sources, should teach, trafn, utilize and develop ideas,
and produce useful results in many phases of aquaculture. Short-
term research seems most s~ited to the academic community, but cer-
tainly appropriate long-term studies can be successfully conducted
Chere as well. Funding may be more difficult under the latter cir-
cumstances.

Private investors have an excellent opportunity to put their
money where theit mouths are. We just have to be sure their mouths
are fn the right place. They should point out to us the answers
they must have as businessmen Co invest their capital . A reasonable
balance must be established between what we can and should ptovide
and what they are willi.ng to do Co make a profit. I am confident
we ran reach agreement. Once that is done, it in up to them to make
it all worthwhile. There are enough indications already that it
will, be. It is now just a question of how soon, in what areas, and
with what species. More will follow as inevitably as dawn follows
darkness. The light fs becoming brighter.

We in the National Marine Ffsheries Service, with the help of
all other interested parties, including you Sea Grant institutions,
want to hasten the dawn of aquaculture. We are ready, willing, able
and in need of partners. We hope you are in the same frame of mind.
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Need for Pilot Demonstration Projects irt Aquaculture

!t!hV I . l-rycr
  . L. Bullocl
01 court .>tate Lltlivcrbit!'

Pilot studies serve as an intermediate between research andproduction. The need for this intermediate endeavor is obvious and
hss been described in detail by Voodall �959!. In many instancespilot operations demonstrate the practical value of either basic orapplied laboratory research in the transition from small groups of
experimental animals to full-fledged production. A proceduredemonstrated in the laboratory ~nder carefully controlled experimental
conditions may in fact be worthless to the aquaculturist involved.
in mmnagement~roduction operation. Certainly it would seem thatapplied research in the various areas of aquaculture could be improvedby the creation of active demonstration units or pi.lot studies. As
tbe authors are both fish pathologists, many of the examples given
concern disease control and reflect the area in which our greatest
understanding exists.

Large-and small-scale pilot studies have been employed in the
development of freshwater fish culture. In the area of infectious
diseases pilot programs have proven of value in the perfection of
methods for both preventio~ and treatment of these diseases. For
example, prior to 1937, chemotherapy of septicemic bacterial d.iseases
of cultured fishes was virtually unknown, and many hundreds of pounds
of fish were lost to such diseases as furunculosis and columnaris.
methods of effectively treating large lots of fishes by free-choicefeeding of medicated diets were first developed by Gutsell '1946,1948!
and Gutsell and Sniesxko �949 a,b!. The developmental or laboratory
phase of the drug studies were concerned with efficacy, palatability,
toxicity, and tissue levels of each test drug using small numbers of
fish. Also most laboratory efficacy studies were performed with
artificially infected fish. Pilot studies indicated that effective
treatment of production fish could be accomplished with the test
drug in diets prepared for use in hatcheries. These studies also
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showed effectiveness of t e same drugs at hatcheries with a wide
range o water c >eQof w t }iemisrry and environmental condi r.ions

Although treatment of infectious diseases is at times necessary,
~ffective control is usually best accomplished bv prevention rather

with v us diseases of f ish such as infectious pan-
creatic necrosis of salmonids  IPN!, avoidance is mandatory for
effective control. Several years ago lahoratorv studies showed that
IPN virus could be isolated from peritoneal washi ngs or f ecal material
from asymptomatic carrier fish. Pilot studies then showed that
1PN virus could be detected from five-fish pools of peritoneaL
washings or fecal material and this became a field technique.
Ai though this procedure has been changed because it was found rhat
viscera1 homogenates are more reliable for detecti.on of IPN virus,
the fact remains that pilot studies were effectively used to deve1op
a procedure for management of IPN.

Proper nut ri ti on of cultured f ishes is important not only
from the standpoint of efficient growth but also as a means of
dfsease prevention, si~ce anemia artd disease syndromes caused by
v tamin deficiency are well known, The use of pilot studies has
been essential for developing diets for the various cultured species
and also the same species cultured under different conditions, Of
~ 11 the diets developed in recent years, probably few have been more
extensively tested and used than the Oregon Hoist Pellet  Hublou 1963!.

Researchers have for some time concerned themselves with the
study of oral Ismunlzation of fish. A ~umber of bacterins have been
prepared and their effectiveness as immunizing agents investigated
 Snieazko, 1970!. Of the problems associated with cultivation of
fish in salt water, few have been as serious as vibriosis, caused
by Vibrio angui 7,Larum. Control of vibriosis among populations of
fish involved in mariculrure is essential; therefore, since 1968
we have extensively studied orally administered bacterins prepared
f rom calls of V. rrngrri ZLctruat  Fryer, Nelson, and Garrison, 1972! .
Results of over 300 experiments have shown that when bacterin was
given at the rate of 2-10 mg/g of f'ood for 14-30 days to lots of
200 ffah each, effective control of vibriosis was achieved, However,
attempts to utilize this information obtained from small groups of
f tah on a production level have not met with equal success, indica-
ting the need for pilot studies ~

The need for demonstration studies is obvious. Such work for
many types of aquacul.Cure will fill a necessary void, making for
an orderly transition of selected types of research to production
conditions. Pilot or demonstration studies where appropriate
could be conducted through the Sea Grant Program at participating
institutions utilizing available technical capability.
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Objectives of Aquaculture'. From Profits to Sustenance

Ncils Rorholm
Llniversity o  Rhode island

Any planned activity must have an ob]ective or a goal; other-
wise it is not possf.ble to make decisions about it. To choose the
route you follow in driving to work requires an ob]ective, The
shortest route7 The most scenic7 The one with fewest stops?
You can't pick one without having in mind an ob]ective.

It would be folly to suggest that the process of inferring
goals by observing actions is an exact one. Also, s given action
msy ba associated with a specific goal because an even better alter-
native is not known, or because an alternative is not feasible,
technologically.

Perhaps this is as good a time as any to say that this
presentation also has sn ob]ective. It is to remind Sea Grant
researchers and advisors about the importance of knowing the
likely ob]ectives that prospective users of research results have
in mind. Sfnce I am bound to get carried sway with this, let me
state right now that I t'ealire much useful research or perhaps
even most useful research is carried out without knowing the ob-
]ect ives ot the user. I also think it frequently leads to a
certain waste of time.

Let me discuss, briefly, some different goals that I could
vfsualtre for aquaculture, and let me do it in terms of a few
very basic economic concepts.

Per>off %ccrc' motion

Thc assumption that the owner of a business i.s trying to
prof fr from it as much as he can is often valid and it is, further-
more, one of the cornerstones of traditional economics. Me should
expect operators following this ob]ective to produce a volume of



output so that incremental cost is equal to incremental revenue
 tiE Ng!, although society in gener'al would be better off if we
could get them to produce whete HC price. This behavior of the
aquacuiturist should be expected in many developed countries al-
though, in many cases, the fact that aquaculture may not be the
dominant product of the firm can significantly altet its behavior.
Another variation is that we may be producing for recreational pur-
poses, and minimum cost for a given level of output msy take over
as an objective. External factors with a potential for limiting
success will typically include demand characteristics and, on the
production side, managerial skills and "biological technologies,"
by which I mean those innovations that affect inherent growth or
other characteristics of the animals or plants. Ultimately, the
field of genetics is hcavi.ly involved in this.

2. Hazimum production

This could be either of total weight or of protein. Xn
either case, this kind of objective treats resources as if they
vere free  or had no alternative employment!. Experience with
agriculture tells us that we should expect to see many aquaculturists
 or their managers! mistakenly strive toward this objective even
in developed nations where the relationships between product and
resource prices vould never justify such action. You will see
output nunximization as legitimate behavior in research situations
snd in show-case situations where someone, either stockholders or
taxpayers, is picking up the tab. Ttd.s can certainlv have its
utility as long as scientists and users alike keep firmly in mind
that what is being shown is what is possible, not necessarily what
is desirable. Tf you reflect, I think you will find that most of
what is universally admired in aquaculture today is associated with
such things as "pounds per acr'e" or "protein per acre." This is
surely relevant, but ultimately resource conversion efficiency and
economic efficiency become more important.

One would expect to see output maximization as an objective in
less developed nations, but it probably does not occur as often ss
the folklore would have us believe. Typically, some resource be-
comes critically scarce and tradeoffs with other parts of the
economy become necessary.

Limiting factors are typically skilled labor, management,
product distribution, social factors and biologicsl as well ss
physical technologies

8.,~urn e f f~ieney

This objective, generally achieved at the point of lowest per
unit cost, can be a suitable objective for aquaculture in a develop-
ing but capital-poor country. Striving toward it would cause the
food product to be produced at the lowest possible cost to consumers.
Typically, relatively small firms without sophisticated technology
would be involved. The presence of large industry or other firms
would tend to throw che system off balance. timiting factors would
«equently be skilled labor, biological technologies, capital,
product distribution.
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trf~ utilisrrtion of some scrtrce r'esorrrce

ia a I requenC objective snd ttre solutions typical ] y in-
volve more than one produce- Rice and fish. culture on limited land
is an example. The other product s! may noc be food; some totally
unrelated but needed comrredicy, for instance roads or nuts and bolts,
nray be invol,ved snd the problem may be one of allocating scarce
capital among these uses-

Depending upon the extent of indrrstrializstion of the country
i.nvolved, limicing factors could be as in No. I or as in No. 3 in
cases of less developed economies.

speci fic, narrow ob /cot" ves

As sn example of such an objective, let us take the earning of
export credits in order that s country can import from other countries.
This is the kind of objective Chat has to be recognized, although this
and other objectives like it frequently will not be offered re-
searchers or technical assistance people on a silver platter. It is
possible for technical assistance workers to spend quite a lot of
time working on production and on food distribution problerss in e
country--finally to discover that the real purpose tovard which the
country is striving is production for exports.

I am also reminded of s technology assessment study a couple of
years ago using worldwide aquaculture as an example. At the outset,
the assumptions were made that enough capital and enough skilled per-
sonnel vere available and the study went on from there. Needless to
szay, the results were not particularly pertinent, for the tvo most
critical factors in all but a highly developed nation had been
aeaumed away. As sn example of what technology assessment could do,
the study failed for lack of a veil-defined objective and realistic
resource assessment.

Xrr e~r

a. If the scientist or advisor working close to the adaptation
of his vork does not knov the objectives of the product and the
nature of the producer's resources, any value his research or
advice may have is largely coincidental,

b. Severe of intra-societal technology transfer vithout close
examination of objectives and the nature of the resources . Ny guess

that ve could no more afford to grov oysters ss the Japanese do
it Chan they could afford to grow vheat the way ve do it. And even
though Taiwan can produce over 1,000 pounds of milk fish per acre
and do vali at it, this does not mean it would be feasible in the
Philippines. There, it might be prohibitively costly to exceed
400-500 pounds per acre.

To increase our understanding of the vay objectives and resources
affect the application of science and technology, I sm afraid I have
tcr give an old answer to an old problem: Preserve disciplinary ex-
pertise but tear down the barriers that prevent inCerdisciplinary
cooperation. In short, beg, coerce, force, and bribe scientists to



work together. Working ss ve do in a Sea Grant contest ve need to
do hetter in this respect. Our only solcae is that so does nearly
everyone else-mnd that isn' t enough.
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Concepts in Aquaculture: Intensive vs. Extensive Systems

  harlem' E, Epifanio
LJ niversi ty uf Delaware

"Husbandry of aquatic organisms, though a novelty in much of
the world, has been practiced throughout the ages... No matter
the antiquity of aquaculture, the contri.bution of the world's vaters
to mas's diet stems largely from the hunting and gathering of fish
end shellfish from untended stocks"  gardach et al., 1972!. Obvious-
ly, the point at vhich one distinguishes betveen hunting and gather-
ing asd aquaculture is quite arbitrary; any point of distinction
betvees intensive and extensive aquaculture is also arbitrary. I
prefer to conceive of a continuum of activities vhereby man obtains
food from the sea. At one pole of this continuum are the classical
fishing activities, vbile at the other are totally recirculated
culture systems  Figure 1 and Table 1!.

The criterion used in positioning an activity on the continuum
la the relative dependence upon natural marine phenomena in pro-
duct ton of the food . Another way of saying this is that the energy
cost to man for the production of food increases with the intensive-
ness of the culture scheme. It follows that the dollar cost of pro-
duction vill generally be higher in mot'e intensive culture systems'
The cost of harvesting the resource vould be Just the opposite; the
dollar cost of harvesting at the less intensive end of the continuum
vould be considerably higher. A cost-benefit ratio for any activity
on the continuum could be developed by comparing the energy or dollar
cost of production and harvesting to the energy or dollar value of
the crop.

Such a costWenefit ratio in dollars vould sot necessarily re-
flect the true ecological cost of a scheme because virtually all
culturing, or fishing activiries are fossil-fuel dependent. Sin~e
the energy from fossil fuels is very highly discounted ln monetary
units  Odum, H., 1971!, the actual energy costs of obtaining food



from the aes are much higher than the dollar costs. Cost-benef it
rat j os also tend to deacr the short-tean phenomena. Bunting and
gathering, for example, is currently the most economical method
of harvesting the majority of marine food resources. There are
three main reasons for this: 1! the energy of input into pro-
duction hy man is zero; 2! the harvesting is very expensive
energetically but is heavily subsidized by the fossil fuel discount;
and 3! there is little control of the rate of take--the world
fisheries will eventually become predation limited. The ratio of
cost to benefit in the world's fisheries will, then, experience s
long-term rise.

Transplantation of exotic stock for eventual establishment in
new environments is a somewhat more sophisticated form of hunting
and gathering . This can be as simple as moving shellfi.sh from seed
beds to growing beds a few miles away, or it may involve attempts
to introduce an exotic species thousands of miles away from its
native habitat. While transplantation affords man the energy ad-
vantage of being able to capture a desired prey in. a nearby environ-
ment, the disruptive effects of the introduction of the exoticspecies upon the local community structure may be a serious long-
term energy disadvantage  Rosenfield, 1971!.

Both exotic and indigenous prey species have at times been
cultured in hatcheries and subsequently stocked i.n marine environ-
ments  Hidu, 1971!. Large inputs of energy are necess ry to rear
the animals through their early life stages with increased survival
of the young of the desired species an energy plus . One individual
or group of individuals, e.g., s state, may have absorbed the cost
of the hatchery activities, and ~ of course, this party would hope
to reap the benefits of the eventual harvest. This is not always
easily achieved as many suitable prey species have considerable
locomotory powers. Shrimp which had been hatchery reared by oneparty might be legally harvested by another if the animals strayed
into commonwealth ~stere.

One obvious solution to this problem is for the owners of the
hatchery to gain control of large areas of water or bottom and to
exclude others from fishing there. If the cultured species werenatatory, the msriculturists would also have to devise ways to keep
their stock in the controlled areas. The energetic benefits of
harvesting large crops of animals from relatively small proprietary
areas are large. The debits are equally imposing. The simpleerection and maintenance of an enclosure is expensive. The animals
in this type of culture system generally require ao ancillary food
source. Predators  other than man! and competitors are generally
excluded  Anon., 1972!. Chemical control is sometimes used here Loosanoff, 1961; Loosanoff and Home/ke, 1958; Hacksnzie, 1970!;
this could be extremely disruptive ecologically.

There are legal problems in leasing subtidal areas; tha idea
subtidal land and the water above it are coozaonwealth is

traditional in Western culture. The leasing of subtidal land will
be even more difficult. in the future with the rapid increase in thapopularity of aquatic sports in rhe United States. It will be diffi-for mariculture to compere for space with recreatfonal interests
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until such a time as the United States suffers a severe food
shor tage.

A further step on the continuum from hunting and gathering to
intensive culture ia the cultur'e of high densities of organisms
ponds which have been diked of f from the natural environmenr .
energy coats of the construction itself are high, but the advantages
in controlling growth and in harvesting the crop are considerable
Host such ponds are built f.n salt msrshes or mangrove swamps  Hara
and Pillay, 1962; Luna, 1957!. The construction of many ponds in
a marsh would probably be disruptive to the point of destruction
of the marsh. Since marshes are well known to be extremely import-

r. fa energetiCS Of an eatuary  Odum, E., 1971!, the total
effect of pond aquaculture in marshes may well be an energetic
deficit to man.

Another disadvantage of high intensity pond or raceway culture
is that large numbers of animals cultured in small areas produce
large amounts of metabolites per unit volume of water. The sffluents
of high intensity pond culture are essentially raw so~age. Such an
effluent, if untreated, would constitute a serious problem to the
local environment.

The far pole of the aquaculture continuum i.s the use of self-
contsined, recirculat ing systems. Vhile this phase of mariculrure
is by far the least developed, it is also the most ecologically be-
nign. go physical or chemical alteration of the wetlands or sur-
rounding water is necessary. There need be no competition with
recreational interests. Control of the growing conditions could be
almost complete ~ and harvesting the crop cauld be very efficient
indeed. The large debit here is the very high energy cost af
operating, a closed cycle culture system.

Another problem associated with closed system mariculture
is the lack of biological information directly related to the design
of rhe culture systems. In engineering a recirculating culture
system, one must have a knowledge of the fallowing,:

l! The rate of consumption by the organisms of food, oxygen,
snd dissalved chemicals;

2! The rate of production of waste products by the organisms,'
and

3! The tolerance of the organisms to accumulated waste pra-
ducts ~ snd the tolerance of the organisms ta depleted
chemicals in the water.

Hy own research group is attempting to culture oysters and clams
in a recirculating seawater system. Table 2 is a conservative
list of the bialogical specifications necessary for the design
of a closed cycle culture system for oysters along with the state
of information of each particular specification. Craeaostr~
viri7inicn is one of the moat heavily studied of all marine organisms,'
similar. i~formation for most other suitable cul.ture species is even
more sparse.
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Efforts in msriculture will undoubtedly expand in the future
along the continuum presented in Figure l. At the present time,
tha cost-benefit analysis favors those culture schemes toward the
hunting,-gathering end of the spectrum. Growth of such "close to
nature aquaculture" will surely be greatest in non-industrial parts
of the world, with expansion of higher intensity aquaculture in
countries which most fully exploit fossil-fuel energy. Development
of high intensity, closed~ycle culture vill take place in Western
countries. The largest problems vith all but closed-cycle culture
sre the potentially disastrous ecological effects of such rhings
as introduction of exotic species or marsh degradation, or
rhemical pestmontrol or metabolite-laden effluents. The most
serious problems in the development of recirculating system
culture are the high energy input demands and the lack of relevant
biological information concerning the culture species.
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Panel Surttrttary: Intensive vs, Fxtensive Mariculture

Char Its E. Ep i fa n io
C.a r y D, Pru der
University of Delaware

The panel agrees that the point at vhich one distinguishes be-
tween hunting and gathering snd aquaculture is quit:e arbitrary; any
paint af distinction between itttensive snd extensive aquaculture is
also arbitrary. We prefer to conceive of a continuum af activities
vhereby man obtains marine food resources. Intensive and extensive
culture methods encompass broad and perhaps overlapping ranges an
this continuum snd are not specific, as well defined points. De-
cisions to select one method over the other are premature.

Species' characteristics vill be a significant factor in rhe
culture methad selection. Gains are anticipated by supporting both
general approaches, and perhaps the optimum vill be a combination
af parts of each. All aquaculture ia limited by either socio-
political forces or underdeveloped technology, or bath.

It is recommended that the use of law value energy sources
 waste! be explored in both types of aquaculture. It should be
recognized t:hat, in addition to a foad source, aquaculture may be
important in waste recycling, tourist attraction, and itaprovement
in the quality of life. Furthermore, it ia recommended that t: he
long-tecm ecological, energetic, monetary cost and benefits of
aquaculture be given high consideration in funding future projects.
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Panel Summary: Objectives of Aquaculture
Neils Rorholm
Universitv oi Rhode Island
!ohn L. F'ryer
Oregon State University
john Dupuy
Virginia Institute of Marine Sciences

There seems to be considerable potential for hatcheries,especially oyster hatcheries for the purpose of producing seedfor local leased grounds and perhaps particularly for export.
A quick look at the economics looks very promising but work

on demand elasticity in domestic and foreign markets needs to be
done to evaluate future potential.

ttanagement problems are numerous, some of which are:
Availability of trained personnel.

2. Lack of proper interactions between engineers and biologists.
3. Difficulty in obtaining permits for operation of hatcheries

with unreasonable regulations set by the regulatory
agencies.

4. problems of communicati.on between the biologist and in-dustry, i.e., the inability of the private sector to follow
precisely the advice of the expert to the letter in cases
where the procedures are very explicit.

5. problems of the private sector's expectation that large
sums of money can be made on very little investment. The
private sector must realize that hatcheries require a
total investmant of $200,000 or over to design, build and
operate. such a system for the first 18 months, when there
are. expectatlons of making a z'eaZ profit.
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6. Availability of leod in the chosen locations where there
are optiaal enviromnental pararaetere which oake the dffference
hetMeen success aod catastrophe.



COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT





An Overview of Sea Grant and Coastal Zone Management

foci M. Goodman
University Of Delaware

Good Afternoon, on behalf of John and all of our speakers, I'd
like to welcome you. to what I hope will be a controversial but
stimulating session.

The question of how to provide research support by Sea Grant
for coastal zone management and planning hss so many facets that
it seemed advantageous to set the stage for today's presentations
by reviewing a little history, reporting the results of a brief
survey, and then postulating a question or two which may or may not
have ready answers.

First to the matter of history' three meetings and cwo years
ago in 'Qisconsin, a topic discussed before the Sea Grant Association
was "The Sea Grant Coastal Zone program." Various suggestions were
offered on how the University rould support state and federal coastal
xone management objectives snd after lengthy deliberations the follow-
ing points, paraphrased for brevity, were noted:

1. It is necessary to maintain a clear distinction between
management, a function of government, and research., a
service function available from a number of sources, in-
cluding universities.

2. A close relationship between researchers and decision
makers will maximize benefits for bothy

3. Two problems appear to exist for Sea Grant programs:

State and regional management agencies do not understand
what support can be provided by the Sea Grant program.
University Sea Grant programs are not fully focused on
eignificvvat  emphasis mine! state and regional programs.
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4. Coastal Zone Laboratories  the concept! were emerging in
several forms in several of the states.

lt was concluded that the Sea Grant program was not sufficiently
broad, flexible, or well funded to meet the coastal zone research
needs of the state. It' was recommended that the association estab-
lish three ad hoc committees to seek means for improving the situ-
ation:

~ One to define clearly how to meet coastal zone research needs,
comprised of program directors and state managers.

~ One to review land grant experience for guidance.

One to define what reseat'ch activities were appropriate to
support regional and national level coastal zone planning
efforts.

A great deal of water has gone over the dam since that meeting,
amid much coastal zone planning and management activity on the part
of the states and Feds. Ideas and methods are slowly evolving for
filling capability and knowledge gapa that have appeared while
planning, or executing management programs. This takes us to the
second item. The role of Sea Grant in this context was the subject
of a nine-state survey conducted by a disinterested spectator.
Those queried were the state-designated points of contact with the
Office of Coastal Environment. The states selected encompassed a
range of Sea Grant parti.cipation ranging, from "h'once to "College"
status. The degree of centralization of administration and research
planning within the states was also widely variable � ranging from
highly integrated Central Cosrvit'ee planning to Benevolent Di 5zMz'-
8 hz.p.

The results of the survey revealed an interesting spread of ex-
pectations regarding cahot Sea Gzvrnt hae fo offer in satisfying t'e-
search needs. Clearly, expectations bear some relationship to
program status � but which is leading is indeterminate at this stage.

Over the range of program types, reactions varied in roughly
the following way:

I, Those with no program in the state conszented to three
ma]or points:

A conflict situation between state and academic per-
ception of needs .

iCompetition for funds.

~ Lack of a relevant Sea Grant focus, i.e. ~ Harine Biology
vs. Land Orientation.

2, Those with coherent or insiitutionaI pt'ograms were fre-



qucntly ambivalent. They simultaneously had great  but
as yet unreal ized! expectations while. f inding current re-
suits unre~ponaive to, or out of p'hase. with, needs. Sea
Grant funds were alluded to in the context ot a pool.ed
resource, part of which might be effectively emp layed by
direr.t solicit. at.ton.

3. The col tegc/state relationship, while not puaranteeing
relevance in the eyes of the state, appeared to be
based upon greater conf idence of mutually satisfactory
negotiatfon.

In every case academic personnel were ident.ifi.ed as resources
for satisfying research needs, so it would appear that. the problemwith relevance must lie somewhere in the defi.nition of need or the
project selection process.

If you recall the opening, historical comments, you might con-
clude that not much has been learned in the past few years, Youmight also conclude, however, that more basic inconsistencies or
incompatibilities of other types might exist that require more
detailed examination.

In a state with a marine tradition, for example, whatunique quality should an advisory service function have so thatthe Sea Grant assignment is not merely substitutional head count?If a state recognizes the value of such a function, why shouldn' t
the function be transferr'ed?

Looki.ng next at research, there are generallv two types re-
cognized--fire-fighting and planned. Designation and acceptance
of responsibility for one or the other ls frequently complicated
by factors such as

~ Competition for Funds

~ Conflicts of Interest

Such as � cutis faction of,:toto Naacp  Such as schedule,
responsiveness, and expediency! vs. Sat;sj sot.'t r. oj
Zic'ude~c Neer.'s  such as publishable value, problem
qua 1 i ty, and reputat ion enhancement ! .

Whst should be the unique responsibility which makes it worth~bile
to support funds for the academic unit in the name of Sea Grant?
Is it the ability to maintain a delicate balance of ir3epernRr~e
with rels»ance? Is it, the ability to derive benefits from both
directed effort and incidental spin off?

I. have premised uniqueness as a critet ion for selection, but
ttcfa itself may not be sufficient to qualify for a supportive role-Our four speakers will offer four other perspectives on the supportive
role of Sea Grant research from both user and doer viewpoints.



Potential Sea Grant Contributions to Coastal Zone Management:
A State Perspective

]<>sepb C, M<isrley
I c>,rs  :<>.<st,rl .<n<! M,trine Council

Thank you for inviting me. to come here and speak to the state
perspective. I'm not sure about the best wsy to approach this, so
I decided to begi.n by posing some rel.ated questions and attempting
to reflect on them.

ffhat does state ooernr<ent <gant/need in the o technical
assistance rorr< Sea Grant?

Unfortunately, we don't usually know. The first thing that
comes to my raind is the saying: "It is much easier to answer the
wrong question than to answer the right one." This i.s definitely
applicable to coastal zone management. The university community
can provide the states with valuable assistance in articulating
the right questions. Fighting day-to-day brushfires often occupies
most of the time and energies of mission-oriented agencies, and,
regrettably, this often precludes their having time to really think
about the underlying questions. Also, such conditions tend to make
one grab for the short-term, quick solution ~

Thus, the university community may find itself forced to wear
rwo hats:  a! first, to help ask the right questions, and  b!
secondly, seek answers to these questions � after the questions have
been tempered by the views and knowledge of those involved in day-
to-day management. This is a good position for Sea Grant to find
itself in; however, it is necessary to avoid one tempting situation.
One must be < aretul to ask unbiased questions--and not slant those
questions toward reedy-made answers that he already has available.

t criteria consi<ferati<rns are states t to seek in
resear "h veaultsy

I believe there are four principal criteria that states must



find in results if they are to be valuable in the ultimate develop-
ment and implementation of viable coastal roue management programs.They are. credibi3ity, utility, timeliness, and objective-oriented.

C~gl& li '- all ff&t g a st b t Mibl, both
technical basis, and from a conflict of interest stand-point. Shoddy scientific work in which errors can be
found will usually be a liability, and once-burned, apublic official is apt to be most cautious. Poor science
isubad," but conflict of interest is a "disaster."Nothing will destroy the credibility of work faster thana strong charge--and note I say charge, nor. conviction--
of conflict of interest. We all !mow of situations wheresuch accusations have occurred, and let's avoid any specificcases. Once accusations are made, and even a fair doubt of
credibi.lity is established, most public officials vi 11
avoid the researcher--and the results � like the plague.This may not be because he doubts the findings, but rather
he probably already has his hands full without becoming
embroiled in any more flops .

Uti Lite � The results must be usable, and this means thatthey must be  a! technically valid,  b! workable, and  c!sellable. The point of technical. validity should be obvious.
The results/procedure rsust be workable, in that a reasonable
amount of energy will resulr. in a usable ansver. Lots of
grandiose schemes have been devised, but any attempt toapply them in the real world produced frustration, and
little else. As much as some puris ts hate ir., research
results must be sold to a wide variety of skeptics if such
results are ever to be applied. And, after all, if the re-
sults are not applied, what was the real reason for doing
the research in the first place?

Tfaaafin ss t - Thats i an old ayi g that g s, "h th tg ts th ts fi t t tth th ost t will & ..." Thi
is true in coastal xone management. Unfortunately no one
knows the optimal trade-off point between being "first"
and being the "best equipped. " I believe the emphasis
should be plac.ed on timing. Let's get moving with anything,
as long as it's valid and credible, however meager, and get
entrenched. If ve wait until we knov it all. or until we
have all rhe information, we' ll. never get anything done.
This sorr. of thinking must be respected by researchers if
they vent to develop meaningful relationships with sta te
coastal management entities It's not hard to get an ex-
tension of a report deadline on a research project � but have
you ever tried to get an extension before a legislature comes
to town, or a major hearing is to be held?
Ob'ective-Orierrted � Sometimes exploratory research msy be
the order of the day. However, frequently an agreement
will be arrfved at between a state agency and a campus-
based research outfit to produce a very specific product.
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@hen this occurs, the investigators must go af ter the
stated objective, and not wander off onto tangents, that
vhile they may be interesting and even valuable, don' t
produce what the contract.lng agency needs

To uhat de 'ree 4: uninersitv ron s uznt to become inoot peti in
ooos<wl resources mmw~<ement.".

At the risk of raising a fev hackles, I'd like to state chat
most don't really want to get as directly involved as they may
think they do from time to time. Let me clarify this. First,
believe researchers must get involved to the extent of knoving vhat
the real issues are. Ultimately, however, coastal zone management
means taking some controversial actions, and then seeing vho will
ultimately have the political muscle to win. This vill get bloody,
and there will be losers. The indirect involvement--providing ad-
vice, doing mission-oriented research, etc.-will be hot enough
without being "credited" with making the decisions. Public and
government opinion  snd funding! priorities sving like pendulums
and you as a scientist must survive over time. Besides, if one
wants ro get directly involved in the type of decision-making that
will be ultimately required in coastal management, then he had better
he prepared to take the heat and eventaully psy the price of being
"gotten." You knov, it's much, much easier to find a "Professor
Fmerltus" than lt is an "Elder Statesman."

certainly don't consider such action as an abdication of
responsibility. On the contrary, it would be an abdication if you
1st temptation/emotion get the upper hand and you jumped into the
middle of a fray. You might help "win a battle," but this would
be apt to hamper your effectiveness in the long run. It's true
that you shouldn't get in the kitchen if you can't stand the heat-
but this doesn't mean you should stick your head in the oven.

«'ls2t 4'~s.' o ssu ~o~ t ictmre" should Sea i'rant activities
r< r'gati ~ t rv ostol mong ernrnt e «ot from states?

That�'s one 1 certainly can' t ansver even for my own state--
much l< ss the others. However, ther.e are several general points
wot th ment.inning.

The general fund cutback nov plainly visible at the federal
level wt l I have some spin-of f at the state level. Funds will un-
questionablyy be tighter and the competition tougher. I think
several points can be made about state funding:  a! There will
be much less interest in basic research;  b! Host activities must
result ln a specific product;  c! There will be a greater tendency
to trv  o do things "ln-houses  whether the capability exists or
not! than to contract;  d! RFP's wi.ll be rare--most grants vill
be specific packages;  e! There will be a strong resentment
ago lnrt competing programs, and this will force a degree of co-
operation bstveen institutions not now normally practiced. Con-
gress might have supported competitive programs, but state legis-
latures won't do so. Lastly, be it good or bad., states will not,



in the name of a management ef fort  such as coastal zone! support
the development and pursuit of academic goals without practical
benefits. You will f ind morc than a few legis latora wtto will
''tfhy isn' t he back where he belongs ott campus rand teart>ing 1 ke he
ts being paid to do ln the first place; and why should he hnv~ any
more freedom than any attter public employee?" Don' t get mc wrong.

don'r. sutxscribc to these views; I'm Just speculating out loud un
what I think you should expect.

States are more likely ta support. programs than projects.
This may be biased, wishful thinking on my part, hut the types
of problems the states will be facing can' t be resolved with one-
shot pro jec ts. Broad, mission-orient.ed programs will be required.

VotJ fhtr5 sante i oner'ri. ctu+f cps r'tv c bren,rrar usscri
ver'.a .nn ther. t r c. 's eof '.o -it'ant'..i n."

0. K. Let's look at some "Dos" and some "Don' ts" concerning
a specific venture in ~hich we are all familiar, namely "Superports."

The "Dos" first:

Do get involved in the socio-econamic evaluation of the need.

Do examine and evaluate the environmental impact,

Do study alternative institutional and financial. arrangements.

Do evaluate specific si.tes, including the development of per-
formance criteria for each.

14ow for some uDon'ts"t

Don't take sides over specif'ic legislative proposals � be
willing to present and substantiate the findings of your
institutional/f inancial studies, but don' t be for "this
bill" and against "that bill,"

Don't be a vocal proponent of one site over another.

Again, be willing to present results, but don't be a
principal advocate.

Don't make the development of such a project a major cause--
you should support certain premises, but being a leading
advocate is not a job for a university researcher,

Don' t be afraid ro ulet go " This raay be the hardest of all
these "don' ta" to avoid, Research has a function, but
there comes a point in time on issues, like this when rhe
backgt'ound providers and researchers have finished their
rale- Than they must back off snd leave it to the politi.
cians, promoters, etc.

Bj



Nore d.os 'and don'ts 'could be presented, but this should
provtde some idea of the type of points alluded to in the pre-
ceding sections

Az a close turn ruat fs the si le moat saleable
sezyics rvrrfrrct that c sas can roof to stats a enc"'es or
use sn sold~. coastal sons ament oblsmsy

That's easywell educated, thought:ful graduates who have a
solid academic background and who also possess a knowledge of how
the real world works. This is where I believe Sea Grant can play
a particularly valuable on-campus service � as contrasted to its
off-campus services to government, industry, etc., that get most
of rhe glory. After all, the most basic function of the university
is to teach; unfortunately' such teaching often doesn't prepare
one to cope with the real world, and thus it often falls to a
graduate's first employer to train him. Ses Grant offers an ideal
mechanism to achieve this transition from academia to the real
world through employment of graduate students on projects, intern-
ships, seminars, etc. Naking this more ideal is the fact that if
Sea Grant ptogtsms are involved with state programs, then graduates
can often come out capable of fitting in and contributing valuable
services and ideas.

I sincerely hope the preceding does not sound overly
critical of the "campus ~-ft certainly is not meant that wsy. I
simply wanted to point out some of the strengths snd weaknesses
of such operations relative to coastal management. Speaking of
strengths, I'd like to point out several things that are of key
importance to my state. The state of Texas has certainly made
major strides forward in coastal management during the early 1970's.
But. the stare was largely able to make such advances in the 70's
because of the solid programs and innovative research and development
undertaken on campus during the 60's. One good example is the broad
work of AAN Sea Grant. Another is the coastal atlas done by the U.T.
Bureau of Economic Geology. Without such background work snd edu-
cation, the state would not have had the basic building blocks ro
act upon during 1'ecent years .

Granted, there is not always s one to one correspondence be-
tween developmental research and implementation, but both are ab-
solutely necessary in the long run, In the above text I tried to
point. out rather vividly that there sre some politically volatile
issues that the campus does not want to become embroiled in,
yet there are plenty of relevant. issues that need exploring and in-
vestigating.
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Potential Sea Grant Contributions to Coastal Zone Management:
A Local Perspective

Edward C. Stephan
l4assau-Suffolk Marine Resources Council

I appreciate the opportunity to speak to the Nati.onal Meeting
of Sea Grant Institutions. I hope I can persuade you collectively
and individually to devote some of Sea Grant's resources and talents
to the meeting of what I co~sider to be the great, great environ-
mental management need at the local level.

On the local level there exIsts a relatively small group of
elected and appointed officials who are responsible for policy
planning� decision and action not only in the environmental area
but also across the wide range of social, economic and political
problems that confron.t our cities, counties ao.d states.

Generally, these local officials are well versed in rhe political,
social and economic aspects of the problems and the range of alter-
natives that could be employed to solve the problems. But in such
highly scientific and technical problems as those relating to our
environment, the local officials simply do nor have a good grip on
the hard science � physics, chemistry, biology, meteorology, ecology
and geology and the associated technology and engineering required
to give cause-effect understanding of various actions snd to give
them guidance in lay rather than scientific or academi.c terms.

This situation coincides with great national and local determi-
nation to maintain a healthy environment. This gives Sea Grant a
tremendous and unique opportunity . You can work with local officials
to provide "science for rhe solution of problems" that vill bring
great thanks to Sea Grant and the very strongesr. type of support for
Sea Grant programs .

To be more specific, let us concentrate on one typical area of
malor environmental concern throughout the coastal zone � wetlands
management.



The local official needs guidance in adminis.trative terms
thar. is based on the best available science to make decisions
which wll I result in the preservation of adequate and healthy
wetlands.

Sea Grant should undertake first to assemble and distill all
available knowledge relative to wetland science, technology, and
engineering, and second to present the implications of this
knowledge in administrative terms for the guidance of elected
and appointed officials and the general public.

This is a difficult task and certainly a tedious one . It
would involve a study of existing textbooks, scientific journals
and papers and close perusal of symposia transcripts. It would
also involve continuing consultation with ongoing and past research
and with the related engineering and technology. It would require
strong contact with federal agencies such as HOAA, KPA, lntezior,
Corps of Engineers and others to make maximum use of their know-how
and experience. It would require familiarity with the research
effort of individual states and localities.

Gradually, Sea Grant would assemble the knowledge base. In
the process, rhey would systematically develop the important: know-
ledge gapa that require priority research. Conflicts would develop
as to the veracity of the knowledge itself end certainly as to its
administrative implications. But Sea Grant, in spite of knowledge
gapa and implication conflicts, could in fact develop for the local
policy planning and decision officials far better guidance than is
rodsy available for actions that are being taken with respect to the
wetlands.

Out of Sea Grant assembly and translation of the entire body
of wetlands knowledge would come guidance on such locally pressing
questions as these:

a. How euclid wetland area is needed?

b. How much wetland productivity is required?

c. How critical is the location and productivity of an indivi-
dual wetland?

d. Can wetlands be fertilized to increase their productivity?

e. Can damaged wetlands be restored?

f. Can new wet.lands be created?

g. Can wetlands be used to absorb waste water or solid wastes?

Answers ro these questions would obviously help in making wet-
lands decisions.

Procedurally, with respect to wetlands and other coastal zone
and environmental problems, it appears ro my administrative rather
than academic or scientific mind that the following steps are involved:



a. Analysis of problems to determine knowledge and data re-
quirement s;

b. Inventory of existing knowledge ond data and development
of vital knowledge gaps;

c . Analysis of existing knowledge and data to develop best
administrative guidance possible at this time; and

d. Constant utilization of nev knowledge to update and
improve administrarive gu.idelines.

I believe the assembly of the knowledge hase is a job which
can only be done by the federal government. Within federal govern-
ment I believe Sea Grant is most. capable of performing this task

Sea Grant guidance to local officials will in effect. say, "If
you take this or that actin~ there will be this or that environ-
mental result. " The local official's expertise in his area's
social, economic and political options will have to govern which
action he takes. There may be federally prescribed minimum environ-
mental preservation actions required.

If Sea Grant can establish the close rapport with elected and
appointed officials that would result from the type of Sea Grant
services which I have described, I am sure Sea Grant's praises
would be shouted from the house-tops by officials snd the public.
Strong Sea Grant support in the federal, executive end congressional
branches would be the continuing result.

I hope I have made clear whar. I believe is the greatest need
for Sea Grant and its remarkable opport~nity for service. I hope
you will give serious consideration to a Sea Grant effort tovard
assembling the knowledge base and translating it into administrative
guidance in a number of coastal envirotonental areas such as wetlands,
beach protection, dredging and wasre vater treatment and disposal.
Let me emphasize once again that hard science guidance is desired
from Sea Grant. Political, social and economic guidance locally
is neither needed nor desired from Sea Grant.

By



Coastal Zone Management:
An Institutional and Social Sciences Perspective

Judith T. Kildov;
ikiasiachusetts institute i!f Technology

The University ie sn educational institution, a place where
people go to learn snd do research. Ste should not forget that.
Therefore, we must be careful not to force the university into a
narrow role where it must handle small local problems in a parochial
wsy, parti.cularly st the expense of other things. Rather, the
university can sake its greatest contribution first by training
experts who can bring their skills to bear on coastal gone problems
of s more immediate nature after they leave tha university; second
by curning its research talents to problems in coastal zone
manageaent which require a broad perspective and which have long-term
implications. If these problems happen to have application to local
problems' and rertainly we would all agree that would be helpful,
than all the better. However, the university should oot be used
in a manner it has neither capability nor mandate to carry out.
Above sll, the university at the least should share responsibili.ty
for assuring that research ~esults are funneled to sources who csn
use them snit in the forms in which they can be used'.

Pars~est.ivse on structure and hfIosa h a Sea Grcint

The state structure snd the philosophy for local commitment
now appear to have been unsuited for carrying out s coordinated
national program. It is apparent to all of us now, that problems
of resource management cross state and regional boundaries, but
there appear Co have been no mechanisms to assure such coordination-
nor are other similar programs so structured at this time. Since
the national program in the first place was not set up as s manage-
ment program, the national Sea Grant program does not really have
the kiiid of authority to carry out the kind of national program that
we all know ia necessary.
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It might be helpful to look at some of the elemeots that make
up the political componer.t of tbe Sea Grant Program. 'Ihe currentfunding level is inadequate to carry out a coordinated national pro-gram TkLs low funding level has not been without its good points.
Without the money to hire large numbers of strong full-time people,the program instead has attracted many capable scientists and engi-
neers, particularly, on a part-time basis, thereby generating abroad base of interest. At the same time, the products of theirwork fall short of what might be expected from full-time researchers.
This low-level funding has also kept pro!cote small, resulting oftenin fragmented efforts. Thi.s has had another effect, Smail, poorly-funded programs get little attention with both some positive andsome negative results. On the positive side, these low visibility
efforts have attracted little local pressure � and on the negative
side, have attracted little support for larger budgets.

One might expect that low funding would encourage pooling of
resources between states. This regionalization has not come about
yet to any significant degree. The reason seems clear. With astatemriented structure, there is no strong encouragement forregionalization. State structure seems to encourage geographic
instead of functional attacks on problems. This is wasteful interms of cost~fectivensss, at least. It would seem to supportredundant programs. Perhaps, most si.gnificantly, it inhibits the
pooling of political influence.

These conditions create a burden for the university, theoperational arm of Ses Grant, due to the gap which seems to exist
between expectations and capability.

The cinI liHes the Unioersit has to Oe er
The university seems to be a logical focal point for s national

Sea Grant effort, because of its strong capabilities for teaching
and research. These two sre essential ingredients in the long-termplanning process. In the short term some universities, particularlythe ms]or engineering schools, have demonstrated an ability to under-stand short-range problems, through close association with industrial
partners.

However, the university's most valuable asset is its students.
They sre the brightest young minds in the country, and can solvethe problems Sea Grant is addressing, if properly challenged snd
motivated within the confines of the university. This should be
the university's principal function.

While the universiry certainly has the responsibility to be
sensitive to the problems of its local community, it should always
be seeking the best solution, and if that means subordinating local
interests to the national good, then it should. he free to do so .
However, the university should strive to make its resources
available to the local communities, and by so doing, help them to
help themselves.



iiMiiii in il iiniveia~ft ~Sst~

Universities are structured along, rigid disciplinary lines,
resulting in a sort of dichotomy for looking at the oceans. On
the one hand, there are ocean engineering, mechanical engineering,
civil engineering, electrical engineering, etc,, and on the other
hand, chare are politfcal science, law, economics, management,
urban planning�etc. For one thi.ng, this system inhibits cross-
fertilfzatfon of ideas between fields, particularly betwee~ engi-
neering and humanities.

A second major impediment in the university system, in my
opinion, fs a hierarchical tenure system, which demands classical
theoretical work, often subordinating practical work and at times
suppressing it, particularly on the humanities side. This creates
a dilemma for the social scientist wanting to work in practical
areas. |fhile the university has been the scene of many brilliant
innovations and discoveries, traditionally academicians have stayed
wf thin the university walls, studying classical problems and theory
~ nd resisting the temptation to deal with practical societal concerns,
Funding sources also contribute toward insulating the university
from practical problems. Funds often carry constraints.

The Sea Grant Program was placed under the control of engineers
and scientists within the unfversity, who, not surprisingly, saw
Sea Grant problems as scient j.fic and engineering problems, and
organized programs accordingly For example, California, widely
praised for progressive programs in Coastal Zone Lfanagement, had
fn fts tenmampus program but one social scientist - an economist-
durfng fts formative years. Even several years later, under pressures
from the Lfational Sea Grant Office, no proposals were received from
social scfentists to participate in the program. Why? It is my
opinion that social scientists failed to respond because of an in-
adequate communications system.

It. might be heLpfuL to recall the climate when Sea Grant began.
Research monies were tight. Therefore, it seemed logical that
srientfsts and engineers who were given contt'oL of large sums of
eNinvy would naturally look wf thin the boundaries of their own de-
par t menf a for pro/acts to fund.

tiack of communf cation, lack of money ~ and lack. of desire on
the part of many social scientists due to their traditional training
anil f so 1 st ion have made th» univers f ty 's task more difficult.

Hovevir ~ the picture fa mot all gloomy. Recent pressures for
mlaafon-oriented research, while anathema to some, have reverberated
with fnf creat fng results on the university campus.

. /I.sr ~'a fn ! tu �;I u 'waist'

Aa the univeraf ty c J fmbs down from its ivory tower, we see
thea» reau! s:



Efforts. to broaden the education hase

Changes in curriculum

Diffezent mixes of faculty within departments

Changing student attitudes and perspectives

Increased cooperation between disciplines

Examples of these changes can be found across the nation.
Ffany of you represent universities which reflect these changes.

A major new impetus for change, an enlightened attitude on the
part of major funding sources. For example, the Ford Foundation bas
sponsored several marine programs around the country. with special
emphasis on interdisciplinary work. Other large foundations are
funding broadened educational efforts. Federal. programs like Sea
Grant aze encouraging the breakdown of disciplinary barriers.
While the gap betveen needs and capabilities still exists, already
the gap is narrower, and we can begi~ to see how the university
can become a potent force in resolving the nation's coastal zone
problems.

The true contribution of the university is its ability to
step back and take a broad, long-term view of major problems and
bring both the visdom of it.s classical professors as well as the
new fresh ideas of its younger faculty and its students to bear
on society's problems. Formation of a Coastal Zone Laboratory at
the university could be, if formed properly, a major contribution
to Sea Grant educational systems to meet practical coastal zone
problems.

If its principal function is one of education, and if it
teaches well, it follows that society's pt'oblems will be addressed
properly in both public and private sectors. Innovations occurring
today vill not be felt strongly until the next generation. However,
the foundations aze there now.
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Par>ef <»rr»mary  :<>asfaf Zr>r>e Managemer>f

J<>f>r> Xrr»vfr<>r>g
ill>1>«' v>f> «1 Mi<hig.lr>

hfle< 1<ng>hy dslf'bcrationr >.he f'ollowing pof.nts, paraphrased
in< l«svl ! y, ver ~ not< d:

P<~fn> 1 ~ 1> >s necessary to rsaintain a clear distinction
h< r veen management, a function of Government, and
research, a service function available from a number
of sources, inc iud fng universities.

Pofn> " - h close relationship between researchers and decision
<sake ra vi l 1 maximize bene f1 ts f or both .

Fein< 3 - 3'vo problems appear to e><ist for Sea grant Programs:
'Stats and regf anal su<nage<sent agencies do not
understand what support can be provided by the Sea
<;>ant P<ogrars.

'UnlVersity Sva 1;rant PrOgrams are nOt fully fOcused
~si I<f>l ' t   phd < < ! srr e d R <<o

!i < or>rema .

>'o>n< 4 <'<!ss>a> Z«ne Laboratories  the concept! vere emerging
stvrral for<as fn several of the states.

I I v«««<n< 1 o<l<'d that the See  ;rant Program Vas not Suf fioient-
nr»ad>v .~r»ad, 11»sf>if< or veil funded r.o meet the  :oastal Zone research

»< <.i!»»I t I< ~ ' s< e>v

! 1 v:l«v«v:sv«' ldvd <><sr >he I> ~ socle>.ion <'stsbfish three ad hoc
mm<> r 1 «s < e si c> mes»< f or fmproving the situation.

<rv I!»< ~ I car fv hov > o meet <oastal Zone research needs
,,v»r-r 1 se~> ol pros<a<a df rertorS and state managerS.



One to review land grant experience for guidance.

to define what research acti.vitiv t es were appropriate f.o
support regional and national level Coastal Zone Planning
efforts.

Z. Proper role. of research. in the university

� Should raise controversial issues

� Should look at all sides

- Should not get into advocacy positions in the mi.dst of
governmen.t po 1 icy-making.

- Respond to problems in professional sray: avoid political
flops, flops they aren't trained to cope «lth. Otherwise--
may undermine credibility of research.

Emphasis or distinction between raising policy issues and making
policy decisions.

How do lawyers avoid advocacy positions when asked to draft
model legislation.

� Offering alternatives to leave decision to agency or face
political facts of life.
 part of a larger team of researchers!

How does a state avoid advocacy � when academia are often
called upon to wear several hats in the decision process.
- both from policy impact and output requests.

II. Heed for research on techniques, but use of problems as test
for them is both necessary and useful -- both for local and
broader problems.

Stress assuring properly wide application of research results--
geographirally and. functionally

Sea Grant Programs addressed this problem?

III. CZM in the university is a synthesis process. Looking at
many variables and putting them togethe~

� Must look rocsss as ta.22 aa substance

IV. While CZM has several phases�

Planning, implementation and management. We are currently inits planning stage � states are also in the management business ~
handling day to day licensing aod permits and other decisions.
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V. Land snd Resource Management are really major societal reorienta-
tions .

VI. Can Sea Grant answer local agency needs?

Problem of tut'n-st'ound time can't be met by universi ty.

<II. Advisory services necessary as liaison between university
and government.

- Function as a translator

- Functio~ as an information agent

VIII. Private i.ndustry has large role and is welcome in Sea Grant.
However, essential that formative plans be csrri.cd out
cautiously � be sure expectations don't vary from capability.

Hust be careful not to oversell Sea Grant

Currently over L00 industries associated with Sea Grant

� The University has yet to resolve the question-issue of the
classical promotion tenure system as it relates to and in-
fluences the participation of university faculty In Sea Grant
type research. This issue continues to be a basic source of
difficulty In meeting coastal management objectives.

Not only must the Universities seek to more clearly resolve
their issue but the OSG and the site review team must. press
for their resolution.

� The influence of scientists and engineers appears to be out
of Gslavine with respect to the kinds of issues that the Sea
Grant program should and could be addressing. The role of the
social scientist has been submerged and the issues regarding
the Input of social science research have not been addressed
to the extent they might have. Their inbalance of influence
is also reflected in the makeup of the OSG staff and the Sea
Crant Panel.

The national office should broaden the types of disciplinary
on Its staff and encourage Universities to provide broader
opportunities for sociaL individuals to participate in Sea
Grant and coastal xone management activities.

ib I ur. azar '

How can Sea Grenz researchers avoid assuming advocacy
positions implied by their involvement in doncroversial
research or by being involved in Legal operation where
testimony Implies advocacy.
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The University should serve the local and other needs in those
areas in which it hss capabi.lities. Currently uni.varsity personnel
are accustomed to long-term research and man 1 1y oca needs require
short term times, If the university intends to address these latter
problems, they should make sure they do it ri ht � 1 i dif frig � i re creat

s o personnel, residence or whatever is necessary. H hiowe ve r, t s
ec s on should belong to the university. The universit risks the

c re dibi 1
unrsyrsste

of handling.
ility of its research by addressing problems it is ' blsn t cape e

Researchers should raise conrroversial isa~as, dig inta them,
and lay out alternatives, If alternatives appear to favor a
position, so be it, if the reasons are substantial by evidence.
After the report is issued, we would recoamend that the re-
searchers let the political pz'ocess take i.t from there. It
becomes a dangerous game for a researcher to get involved in
political flags he is not trained. to handle. There is danger
in rushing the c~edibility of the research by undermining it
with political bias.

Ad ".'so Ser A.oes

Should state government take part of the operational respon-
sibility for the Advisory Services functions. Perhaps states
could have their own agent specifically assigned to a Sea Grant
Advisory role  a two way one!.

State Pere sett'ue

� States need help in defining and formulating the question
that needs to be addressed in a given issue,

� State agencies are oriented. and often too busy fighting
fire to worry about the future and related lans rara research
projects.

� State agencies have several considerations and criteria in
viewing University research work credibility technically and
from an inta~est "viewpoint ".

.utility � must be usable

.valid - workable and sellable

.timely- 1 year is a long time for management decision.

I year is a long time for execution completion of
research-considerably lees than 1 year for "applied"
research.

Its 't

Forget rhat arete government has its own problems with
legislature. local mits, interest groups, etc.
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Forget that Sea Grant programs provide technical support-let the other guy  state agency! put his neck in the noose.
Expect the same treatment from state manageaent agenciesthat you are used to from Federal funding agencies. Theirstaff needs and constraints are completely different'.

Universities can best do the following:

I. Take inventories of physical, biological, etc. resources in CZ
Take inventories of Iavm and procedures available to state for

required purposes.

II. Analytical Studies

- of various operations open to state considering CZ Development
- development and application of the technology to properly en-

list the social, economic, snd environmental consequences of
various courses of action open to the state.

Ill. ?nforned Public Discussion of various kinds of CZ futut'es through
interaction Wth the public.

Reserved for State

I. ImpIementstion of programs

- Setting up procedures

� Reorganization

- Bond i.sauce, etc.

II. Decisions by Policy Kakers
Sea Grant program

Advisory Committee Role:

Should include a balance of fnterest from the state,
� Sea Grant institution should make sure it maintains controlover its funds.

ht fssue from local perspective the need � bard science support forthe solution to local problems

BUT

Hard scientist should stick to science -- leave political social,and economic aspects to local officials uho ere held accountablethrough the political system.
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From the Federal Level

- OCZH will establish close ties with National Sea Grant office.

Will hopefully review CZM part of Sea Grant proposals and
encourage state agencies to ger. involved with CZ research.

Will seek to participate iu Sea Grant site visite and encourage
state agencies to parti.cipate - Sea Grant - CZ research.

- OCZM vill work in direction of serving as CZH clearing for
information.
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ENERCY FROM THE SEA





6itjphot<Ilysiv <>f Water

LcsteI 0, I r,IItlPItt
C ISC Wegterrt Rehel vc UrIlveriily

During the past few months our laboratory has been investigating
the possibility of bringing about the biophotolysis of water to hy-
drogen and oxygen by coupling the reducing power created by the photo-
synthetic apparatus found in green plants and marine algae with the
activity of the enzyme, hydrogenase,found in many bacteria.

Pigure I diagrammatically illustrates whet has been discovered
concerning the events which occur during the photosynthetic act.
The ordinate represents the oxidation-reduction potentials developed
by the photosynthetic apparatus. The values are expressed at ptt 7.0.

5vo photochemical systems are involved, photosystem I  PS I!
and Photosystem II  PS II!. Chlorophyll a and accessory pigments
in PS II capture a quantum of visible ligh! and place an excited
electron at a level of about 0.0 volts by reducing a cytochrome
coapoaent termed CS> . The excited pigment system is returned to
ground state by accepting an electron from water by means of an
enzymatic system involving manganous ion liberating oxygen. Ageneral equation may be written thus. 1/2 0 = 2H + 2e

+
2

Pollowing this photochemical activity of PS II a quantum is captured
by a chlorophyll component, P700, of PSI. The excited electron is
accepted hy a poorly-defined component at an oxidation-reduction
level of about -0.7 volta. lire chlorophyll component P700 is re-
turned to ground state by accepting the electron placed at the 0.0
volt level in cytochrome Sent!  Cgg t! by PS II. During the course of
these two photochemical eveats, the electrons from the water/oxygen
couple st 40.8 volts have been placed at a level of about -4 7 volts.
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quanta have heen required to place each electron at this
level of reduction. Therefore, 8 quanta are required t evolve I

of oxygen from water and four electrons are placed at -0.7
vo]ts. Nprmally the plant uses these electrons to reduce carbon
dioxide to foodstuffs., first reducing triphosphopyridine nucleotide
 TpN ! to TpMH by way of an i.ron and sulfur containing protein
called ferredoxin, At pB 7.0 the oxidation-reduction potential
of the hydrogen electrode is-0.4ZI. Therefore, it is thermodynami-
cally feasible to obtain hydrogen from electrons vhich have been
placed photosynthetically at-0.7 volts.

There are many species of bacteria which can form hydrogen from
appropriately reduced substances by the action of an enzyme termed
hyfirogenase. Those bacteria which can form hydrogen do so by hydro-
gensse activity on a reduced ferredoxin. The latter is very similar
to the ferredoxin found in the photosynthetic apparatus described
above.

The hydrogenase reaction:

a d d a hat t + xidi* d ferredo in

Oxidized substrate + reduced ferredoxin

h dro enas *idi*ed fe d in ++
Reduced fercedoxin + 28

To illustrate the magnitude of a bacterial hydrogenase activity
the fallowing protocol is presented . One of the essays for hydro-
genase activity involves the evolution of hydrogen from a reduce dye
methyl viologen. This dye has an oxidation-reduction potential of
~.42V and can donare electrons to protons to form hydrogen vhen
the reaction is catalyzed by hydrogenase. Dithionite is used to
reduce the dye.

It can be observed that under the conditions stated in the
protocol 27.6 pmoles of hydrogen vere evolved in 30 minutes.

Profooot. fiz'o en coot.usd/ 30 min.

15.0 umoles methyl viologen
30.0 umoles sodium dithionite
25.0 umolee phosphate buffer pli 6.5
1.2 mg crude hydrogenase enzyme

1.0 ml total volume.

620 ul

or

27.6 umolea

Under these conditions 27.6 ifmolee of hydrogen vere evolved in one
hour- 30.0 pmoles of hydrogen is the mseimum that could be expected.

The hydrogenaee preparation employed in this experiment vas ob-
rainhf fr toh mohf hat te i, ci aer dta ~klu erf rhi* o '�.
gsniem will grow anaerobically vith ethanol, acetate and bicarbonate



aa ita sole source of carbon. During grcntth copious amounts of
hydrogen are formed. Recently it has been found that one mechanism
of hydrogen fo~tion involves the reduction fdf triphosphopyridine
nucleotide  TPN ! to TFMH by metabolic reactions occurring during
the metabolism of ethanol and acetate hy the tlrganism. Under de-
fined conditions the TPNH can enzymatically reduce oxidized ferre-
doxin at a relatively rapid rate with the formation of hydrogen.

we have reduced TPN photosynthetically by employing photosystems I
and II. The electrons vere derived from the biophotolysis of water.
The TPNB vae then subjected to the hydrogenase preparation obtained
f o C~kf vunefer* d t eho e. F I Iee I f IFWII for ed
Fhotoerethetf ellf hr A~~et enid'ufcne 4.5 ue leo of hrd ee
were observed from the action of the hydrogenase preparation.

The photosynthetic apparatus can also reduce methyl viologen
if the photosynthetically evolved oxygen is removed to prevent the
r Id tio of the «d d thrl I I 8 . With A~~c ~ tt nidu2m
in the presence of an oxygen scavenger ws obtained 9.3 msoles of re-
duced methyl viologen when the system was exposed to white light il-
lumination. Addition of the hydrogenaae preparation to the reduced
methyl viologen under anaerobic conditions formed 3.8 ta2oles of
hydrogen.

The formation of hydrogen by both of these systems vas inhibited
by 3-�, 4& ichlorophenyl!-1-I-dimethyl urea  DCKJ! which is an inhi.-
bitor of Photosystem 11. This inhibition clearly indicates that th*
source of electrons for the formation of hydrogen originated from water.
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The Use of Solar Energy in Oceanic t:nvironrnenls

lc:all W, B<!er
University o  Delaware

Solar energy is the source of the major powers acting on oceanic
surfaces. These major powers include wind and temperature gradients
which cause waves and ocean currents, and provide sunlight for photo-
chemical reactions which in turn, supply the main input for algae
growth.

Hind is the most. ancient solar source for mankind to provide
energy necessary for traveling over water surfaces, The interface
relation between water and air provides a means of traveling essen-
tially independent of the direction of the wind and using this form
of energy to a 1st'ger extent,

Only recently has the wind itself, as well as the waves pro-
duced by the wind, been the topic of very serious evaluation
evaluations on whether to use these forces for conversion into elec-
trical energy which may be used st rhe site   for instance near re-
search vessels or oil drilling platforms!, or perhaps may be con-
ducted in cables ta the sharc and interfaced there with the power
utility grid.

Other evaluations deal with ocean temperature gradients using
warm surface waters to boil a low boiling point liquid and power
turbines «ith the produced vapor, consequently candensing the vapor
through heat exchangers cooled with lower temperature water ceasing
from deeper layers in the ocean. Other concepts deal with generators
anchored in sufficiently rapid ocean currents and driven by large
propellers.

Still other project.s suggest utilization of algae as feed-stock
««ishes or otherwise, and increasing its productivity by opti-
mizing growth conditions.



A means to convert sunlight directly into electricity has
quite attractive through the development of photovoltaic cells
have been used first in outer space to power the electric equipment
of satel lf tes. The use of such solar cells io navigati onal buoys
end lighthouses to recharge batteries is already in progress in
several experimental installations in Japan and the United gtazcs.
Offshore platforms and other installations may be elecrtically powered
by such means, as demonstrated in sane first experimental installa-
tions in the Gulf of Mexico. The use of photovoltaic cells along the
shoreline provides additional possfbilities foz generating electric
power and for fnterfacing this power with the electric power utility
network.

Finally, the combination of re]ect heat near industry or conven-
tional electric power plants with solar energy by means of photo-
chemical reactions and photosynthesis' or the utilization of the
temperature gradfent to power turbines cooled by water fran lower ocean
layers could provide substantial additional means to harvest useful
energy.
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Oceanic Energy Vrocesscs

Willhn» E. I leninemus
Univcl slip Ol 'vldb~JCllu~clls

I would like to itemize a number of oceanic and estuarine
processes vhich our studies in the University of Nassachusetts
 Amherst! have suggested to be worthy of investigation as future
renewable energy sources for continental United States and the
oceanic territory and states thereof.

In the first instance, it appears that we should reexamine
the possibility of obtaining power from the tides at Passamaquoddy
in Heine and at Cook Inlet in Alaska. The Passamoquaddy proposal
is recognized ae very old. It has been suggested that the total
capability of a tidal power plant there might be 1200m' of firm
pover rating. By today's standards that is a relatively small
power plant, 'about the size of two Maine Yankee Pover Plants.
But, those 1200 mv could go a long way toward satisfying electricity
demands of Heine for a long time. 1dhen that concept hsd been
studied in the past, one of the uneconomic features identified was
the high coat of transmitting that electricity to customers who
needed it. The march of time has brought an expanding market
within reasonable transmitting distance. But even if Passamaquoddy
were to be used to supply tne Boston area with electricity, another
recent concept, that of using hydrogen by electrolysis ss a storable
aod pipe-line energy transmitting medium, vould firm up the cyclic
nature of the power from the tidal cycle and should also permit
rather inexpensive energy transmission via hydrogen-in-pipeline.
One could without doubt improve the economics of this system using
tha hydrogen srorable even if the elecrricity vere consumed in
Heine. The cyclic nature of the tidal resource could be matched
against customer created load demand curve in a rather efficient
way. Pressure-balanced storage of hydrogen in the deeps of the
Gulf of %aine would also fir. well into this concept,
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Theme lest tvo ideas associated with rhe hydrogen link could
also open up a whole nev approach to the economics of power gener-
ation from the tidal resource in Cook Inlet tied by hydrogen pipeline
all the way down the Pacific coastline to the mote expensive. Cali-
fornia electricity markets. We must all accept the ides, nov,
such long pipelines are not only practical but very desirable.'

There are sizeable amounts of kinetic energy available in
the Gulf Stream, in at least one of the Aleutian passages snd in
a number of tidal rivers along the Heine coast. The largest of
these sources without s doubt is the Gulf Stream resout'ce. In
our 1971 research proposal to the National Science Foundation we
used current date produced by Richardson and Schmitz in their ONR
sponsored "Project Strait Jacket" work and made a correlation of
the maximum momentum exchange possible from the moving particles
of the Gulf Stream and proposed a number of momentum exchange
machines. We recognized that the seasonal variation in that
resource vould have to be accommodated: there is a significant
waxing snd waning of the current with which one must cope. Again
the generation of hydrogen as a storable and as an energy trans-
mission fluid could enter into this concept. We made preliminary
design arrangements for tvo rather 1st'ge diameter free stream pro-
pellezs  underwmtez vindmills!. The first machine was a single disc
which ve thought could extract 7.5 mW in a seven foot per second
current', the second machine. is s 4-stage machine zsted at 24mW in
a seven foot pez second current. We also looked st a large version
of s Ssvonius rotor type machine and presented one rated st 14mW in
a seven foot per second current. The work of the last three years
in high lift, low drag, low Reynolds numbers foils could be applied
to these concepts snd should yield more attractive results when
compared against our preliminary designs. It is perhaps pertinent
to suggest that i.f either of the tidal power projects mentioned
above were investigated making use of the hydrogen link, that
kinetic energy machines sited in Maine rivezs, augmenting Pssea-
maquoddy or kinetic energy machines sited in Unlmak Pass, augmenting
Cook Inlet might be appropriate.

Ucl Q5

Our sponsored research st the University of Hassachusetts at
this time covers the investigation of economics and technology
feasibility of the ocean thermal difference processes. Here we
have restricted ourselves to two scenes, the Gulf of Mexico snd
s swath along the axis of the Gulf Stream, Key Sombrezo to Charles-
ton, South Carolina. Our actual work has concentrated on the Gulf
Stream system . Host of our effort has been expended on cycles of
the closed Rankine type using sn intermediate working fluid. Three
working fluid candidates are still being considered: a! ammonia,
b! propane, and c! a hslocarhon refrigerant, probably R121. We
have also made a preliminary study of the open cycle on a large
scale, the cycle which flashes the sea water itself into steam,
steam which ie expanded through very large diametez low pressure tuz-
bines.
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The overall system concept which we are using to integrate our
individual efforts is called the "Nark I". I't is a submerged twin hull
submarine power plant of 400 mW electrical net output. We sized the
individual turbine to best facilitate the very high turbine efficiency
that ve require if this concept is to be practical. We thus have 16
turbines each of about 37 I/2 gross mW output. From that gross we can
subtract out our c.otal  Significant.'.! pumping and parasitic power losses
and still deliver 400 mW net from sixteen units. This approach means
that ve have 16 separate condensers. Ln the Nark 1 each candanser is
encased in s pressure proof "hull" beneath its turbine. An inlet and
outlet valve allows us to isolate each condenser either for maintenance
or as a casualty control procedure. The resultant arrangement is very
open and spacious insofar as the power plant on the upper levels is
concerned snd the enclosing pressure hulls appear to have vast amounts
of ~sate space in them. Nuch more effort vill be expended in attempt to
tighten up this concept while still majntaining the basic idea of pressure
proof integration and isolatio~-

The ma]or problems assaciated with this concept can be identi-
fied as:

a! |feat src er desi anrf abri~~giosr it is quite clear
that the power plant cost will be determined by heat exchanger cost.
We must look at several different metals as vali as several plastics
 modified to provide improved heat transfer characteristics!. Be-
cause of the very low ovexall efficiency of this cycle, vast torrents
of both hot and cold water must be put through large heat exchangers,
and at reasonable pumping power costs.

b! The eu f o coEd savitar'r this is a problem both from s
hydrodynamic point of view aod from a structural point of viev. Our
initial studies indicate that the Gulf Stream does smve large amounts
of cold water across the seabed in the region in which we are inter-
ested; but we must make certain that cold water can be withdrawn in
the quantity required wi thaut upsetting the ~statal thermal strati-
fication. The structural problem is associated with the very large
cold water inlet pipe which must be provided to permit the pumping
of the requfred large amounts of cold water without unacceptable
pumping power Loss. The approach here is to recognize that the
cold vater inlet pipe must be very similar to a large long ship' s
hull, open at bov and stern, ~hose interior serves as the cold
~ster passage. Present thinking places this cold voter inlet pipe
in the mooring system as a long, axially Loaded member. A stream-
lined cross section is thought to be necessary to avoid unacceptable
transverse vibration of the pi.pe,

c! 8a fm'K.'sc: ve vent a turbine efficiency of 90X or
better and are convinced this can be had prov lded ve size the
turbine f irst, permitting it to operate under the best possible set
of initial conditions and dimensions. All else ~ within reason, will
then be required to match this high ef f iciencv turbine. Work to
date suggests that this is not an unreasonable approach.

d! ."9s" an.".her and d'or.' si s'eve: the anchor and mooring
system required to hold a 400 mWe plant in the Gulf Stream is ao
ocean system of significant challenge. We are confronr.ed with a
mooring line tension as high as 22 x 10 lbs- A gravity anchor
cons rructed from concrete, configured so that it can be moved to 109



site aa a surface ship and then, dived into precise location
as a mubmarine, would do the !ab nicelv and would be quite
econosLic. We are al.so looking at anchors which would be emplaced
in the seabed with a multiplicity of piles. The scenario of the
entire evolution of moving one of these large power plants to the
operating site, emplanting the anchor, connecting up the energy
collecting, cables and pipes, then connecting the power plane to
the anchor resemblea very much the sequence of events folloved in
the construction of the BART Tunnel, but perhaps even more demanding.

e! The overaZZ s stem ar ament ond oontoinino hwZZ: we vent
a semisubmerged configuration that can live in tha Gulf Stream with
minimal movement even during hurricane season. The horizontal axis
cylinder of rather large diameter made from reinforced concrete
appears to be vali suited. The paver plant so far takes the general
configuration of a catsmarran submarine lying suspended from rather
small diameter access trunks, much like a fleet-boat could be sus-
pended from her periscope. The free body diagram of this system
matches the weight snd displacement of the submarine bulls against.
the tension created in the mooring line by drag and lift caused by
the Gulf Stream f loving around the system. This is a problem in
statics with the requirement that adjustments for very small daily
or larger seasonal changes in current be possible. The typical
submarine variable Ballast System will be used to meet those re-
quirements. The concept has the entire system swinging freely at
the end of mooring, which will result in almast continual but slow
movement along an arc in the general east-vest direction, as the
current responds to tidal influence.

It is thought that ocean thermal differences paver plants of
the rather large size described above, placed in the Gulf Stream
off our southeast coast as described above, sending their energy
back to shore as electricity in cables or as hydr'ogen gas in pipe-
lines, is the best vay for solar energy to impact the U,S. energy
market. Further study may shov that a larger number of smaller
paver plants could be better. The work done so fsr suggests that
power plants comprising anywhere from one to tventy, each of 15-25 mW
net output units, can be synthesized along the same general arrange-
ment concept.

Bnsr' Prom Oceania Rinds

About l.5Z of the solar energy which reaches the outer layer
of the earth's atmosphere. is finally converted into kinetic energy
in moving particles of air, the winds. Almost sll coastal regions
and essentially all island regimes experience persistent prevailing
winds. Winds over the open sea, particularly in tba path of the
prevailing veaterlies of the trades are quite steady and at reason-
able height above surface are quite useful in momentum interchange
windpower mschtnes. Renewed interest in vindpower and tbe studies
associated therewith during the last 2 years suggests that there
is really no island regime where energy production by wrndpower
would not be competitive in this decade with energy produced by
combustion or by fission processes . For example, it is quite clear
that puerto Rico should have been investing in windpower plants all
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this time instead of i~vesting in. fossil fuel plants and awhile fllrt-
nuclear power. Similarly, one of the largest Inland energy

demands in the west today, that of Oshu, could be satisfied easily and
economically by wind driven generators perpetual lv shrouded from view
by the mists hang ing over the Kon lou Range . In 19 38, whan Sver Ye
Petterssen vas helping organize the Smith-Putnam windmill pro Ject,
he prepared an analysis showing the specific power to be expected
from a standard wind generator whose axis height above surface was
150', anywhere on the globe.  Specific power is the number of kvh
of energy that would be produced by a I kilowatt generaaor during
a year of 8760 hours.! Pet terssen's results vere disappointing to
the rather landlocked Smith Putnam team because they shoved the most
productive windpower areas would be at ses. This is of course, no
surprise to the sailor man. If one could contrive floating vtnd
generator plants, for exemple, tethered on the continental shelf all
around le~land, one vould have a power plant of huge capacitv. end
vhose energy production would be very inexpensive, In fact, electri-
city produced that way, then expe~ded to distill fresh water from
sea vater, then to electrolyze that pure vater to produce hydrogen,
then to liquify that hydrogen and load it into liquid hydrogen tank
ships, could prepare a renewable energy fuel at a total cost which
would ba ing a handsome profit when sold in the northern European
market. It could well be a maritime industry of far greater value
to Iceland than is all her fishing.'

h study has been made and published describing another type of
windpower system conceived for New Fngland. This first system is
again s IOOT hydrogen system. A rather large penalty must be paid
vhen all electrici.ty is used to generate hydrogen followed by re-
conversion of that hydrogen to electricity. Hors recent work has
been directed Coward two other versions of the concept:

a! a system which delivers as much energy from off-shore
to the customer in the form of electricity in cables
as possible, generating and storing only enough hy-
drogen so Chat the demand can be satisfied when the
winds do not blov strongly enough;

b! a predominantly hydrogen system, but one which sells
pipeline hydrogen as a direct use fuel rather than
first converting it back to electricity.

The original studies for the off-shore windpover system used
rather large diameter �00'! 2 ~ 000 k3I geaaerators. Such large gen-
erators have a cut-in speed as high as 15 mph. Smaller wind gener-
ators can start to generate useful work at wind speeds as low as
10 mph. It may be that l.arger numbers of smaller generators will
comprise a windpower system requiring less expensive storage systems,
and that they may therefore be more economical. It would certainly
appear that almost any region blessed with moderate to strong coastal
or off-shore winds could harvest a large por tion of their energy re-
quirement aorl could do it. economically. This ki d of oceanic energy
resource, the oceanic winds, should not continue to be wasted .



Of the I.5Z of incoming solar energy thaC manifests itself in
kinetic energy of the winds, a siseabie portion is again dissipaced
hy the crestioa of vtnd waves. There are places. many places on the
earth, and. again primarily in island regimes, where vind waves
against a beach or coast are almost continuously present. There
have been many attempts made in the past and many patents have been
issued for devices that could extract energy from wind waves. In
the very recent past Issacs of Sctipps has demonstrated a concept
that uses momentum ia the rising snd falling wave farms to do
pumping work. The water raised by pumping to an elevated postion
caa thea be alloved to fall dovn to sea level again thxough a
vater turbiae thus generating electricity. Anyoae vho has observed
the surf at Bellovs Field, Oshu, for inetaace, must have a feel
for the vast amount of energy which is available there in che vaves,
aad in many similar sites on the earth, energy which now is dissipated
ae friction generated heat. It bas been suggested by many for many
years that a very excellent way to protect breakwaters snd/or sea
walls vauld be a method vhich extracted the energy af Chose incomiag
veves in such s vey that you could kill tvo birds with one scoae,
that is, reduce the destructive loadinge on your sea walls by first
extracting chat eaergy in a vsy useful to you. Coastal tovas like
Hull, Haseschuseccs have s contiausl sea vali renewal problem and
also pay premium rates for electricity. A combined system vould
be of greet value to the residents.

ComMnation cIsa Far 0ut in She Ooeons

There are vast expanses of tropical sea in the Pacific where
the surface is nearly millpond flee almost all year round. Such
sites, vhose available area can be measured in the tens of thousands
af aq. miles have been suggested far location of laxge scale solar
energy extraction ar conversion plants. William J. D. Escher and
Joe Haneon have Couched upon this idea in Eschar's "Helios-Poseidon"
system end Benson's "Floating City � Project Phoenix" coacepc. In
such regions the direct rays of che sun can be captured vis photo
thermal collectors, huge collectors, supporced over rhe ses. Heat
energy between tropical surface vaters snd underlyiag cold water
mass can be harvested via the oceaa thermal differences process.
In some instances vind might also be used, but the more desirable
of these sites will have relatively low speed vinds blowiag over
chem. Solar energy via several processes vould be used to prepare
hydrogen gas which would be transported as s cryogenic to its
terrestrial customers. Economics look very attractive. It is not
knows whether or not the Japanese have any work under way along this
Line as yet; it is thought that they should be among those most
interested. From large expanses of tropical Pacific about 1000
miles south of Honshu they could extract all the eaergy fuel they
vill ever need from renewable solar energy driven processes aad
cOuld giVe up their depeadenCe upan peCXOleum hauled all Chs way
fram the Hid East. It hss been suggested to several colleagues
in Great Britain thar British and other Europeans invest in afloat
solar driven energy factories located as far away as tbe Gulf of
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Guinea, factoriea capable of producing hydrogen fuel from con-
stantly renamed solar created bot and cold resources, Such energy
factories built to uae renewable rcsourc would be better invest-
ments than those now being planned for the development of off-shore
petroleum deposits whose finite resource life is well understood.

The oceans do contain significant fossil fuel resources in
their seabads. It ia in that context that' most people look upon
the oceans as a future source of energy. lt is suggested, however,
that that is indeed a very narrow view of the energy potential of
the oceans. In fact, it is suggested that as time moves along, an
increasing number of intelligent men will realise thee rhe burning
of any petroleum product brought up from the seabeds is nothing
other than a crime against earth snd man. Each drop of those
precious fluids shuld be conserved as the feed stock for the perro-
chemical industry that will support future generations. The ocean,
in the role of heat reservoir and cold sink for the ocean thermal
differences process, in the role of creator of winds and wind waves,
and in the role of creator of tidal potential energy should be
understood as the largest source of renewable energy that man
could with imaginarion convert to his needs. Hone of the processes
mentioned in this paper is capable of polluting, all have beenpracticed to some extent in the past. 'He should be well advised.
particularly those of us who profess to be the most practical and
simplest of the ocean engineers. to get back to some of the funda-
mentals which we have ignored in the last 50 years. gefore we
complete the job of overheating our planet, we should redirect our
efforts toward using the only real income provided to earth as a
member of the solar system, solar energy. lt ia in, on. and over
the oceans where our efforts should be directed. There is essen-
tially no support of research and development in this field at
this time. Sea Grant would be well advised to consider stepping in
here and doing something that would indeed be for the very long term
benefit of all mankind.
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Panel Summary:

Energy from the Sea

rllE PANEl. RECOMNENDS:

l. That Sea Grant encourage research and development on oceanic
processes which have sfgnii'ied potential for producing energy with
s.infmal environmental degradation. In particular, we encourage ef-

forts in studies of

a. Extraction of kinetic energy using oceanic currents

b, Extraction of solar energy using the ocean thermal
differences process

Extraction of energy frtxn wind waves

d. Ncw approaches to tidal energy

e. Oceanic wfnd power systems

2, That Sea Grant encourage education in the pasafbilities of
pal lotion-fr»<»n< rgy sources with particular emphasis on oceanic pro-
cesses

3. That Sea Grant cncourag» studies of the global energy sysrem
to fdenti fy regimes in which energy from oceanic processes can be
coupled economically with existing or projected energy markets,

4. That the Sea Grant. Program organize a systems study toward
a combination ol distf liat ion, solar energy and wind being coupled
io a dcmonsf ration plant., f.c,, an island, self-sufficient, Sea Grant
could he the seed-funding agency.

5 Dev»lopment of a raaterials corrosion capability for pecific
energy related materials.
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6. Provision for a mapping of solar energy and wind correlation
functions designed to aid in choosing the best locat iona for electr i-

cal energy production,

7, Research directed toward reducing the co;t of harvesting
biological carbon sources.

8. Dcvelopstent oi non-autoxjdizabie viologen as electron accep-
tors, hasid: to biological production of hydrogen,

9. Investigation of genetic manipulation of blue green algae  t ac~Act ! fo p &oft' of fo ' acid 't i t ioc d
cycle production of hydrogen fuel.

10. Comparison of biological solar rollecting devices with CdS
and silicon cells as to cost and efficiency.

11, Future development of synthetic chloroplast which would
produce a stable reduced product to serve as a precusor of hydrogen.
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SPEC lAL WORKSHOPS





Speciai Workshop � Marine Education

Tapan Baner jee
Southern Maine Vocational Technical Institute

Summary of report of special committee appointed by Dr. Robert
A. Ragotzkie

A. That a survey be made of educational needs.

B. That "standards" be coordinated. with the requirements of
industry.

C. That the academic community consider both of the above.

D- That a survey be made of non-conventional programs as well.

E. That relationships be established with orher organizations-
e.g. H.T.S.

F. That a "Job bank" be established within the Sea Grant
Association.

G. That a workshop be held at the October meeting of the
Association.

2, The Panel/a summary of opinions and suggestions.

Allmendi.nger, E, Eugene/Academia

l Presented s diagram of a. 'curine Oriented Educational
Delivery System."  a flow chart!.

a. Orientation could. begin as early as the 8th. grade.

b. Many subsequent "tracks" are available in the post
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high school years, leading to various degrees of
expertise, taking from 4 to 12 years in preparation.

c. Undergraduate academic preparation should be inter-
disciplinary.

d. Career minded students should have the benefit of
practical experience whenever possible.

B, Anderson, Roger, D./Academia

1. Career guidance personnel are generally oriented toward
the more publicized positions which are limited in
number.

2. Too little attention is paid to the many marine � related
blue collar positions which, despite a poor public image,
offer a variety of career opportunities as yet untapped.

3. Students are tired of cliches and are generally better
informed on careers than their predecessors.

C. Westneat, Arthur S./Industry

I. Asked. "Is there an ocean industry?"

2, Only a minimal number of industrial employees involved
in marine work have actually been to sea.

3, Industry can find personnel with prior marine experience
to supplement the efforts of the academically trained
employees.

4. Msny well trained personnel in industry are underused.

5. University trained employees sometimes find the ad-
/ustment to industry difficult.

6. Standardization of training would be undesirable.

D. Abel, Robert B./Government

1. Statistics, as of 1972, indicate that the number of
federal employees receiving additional educational
training has decreased slightly as compared to previ.ous
years, hut the cost of training has increased.

2. "In-House" training is generally favored .

3. Training to preserve the environment has tended to
emphasize land and air.

4. Programs for upward mobility and the training of
minority groups have increased in number.
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5. Expectations of continuing education for employees and
the support provided vary fran agency to agency,

E. Vine, Al lyn D. / Academia

l. A main educational ob';ective should be to make the study
of the ocean part of the "real worlde.

2. Ocean Engineering is a good minor but a bad ma]or!

3. Versatility is the key to our cf fort � we are weak borer

4. The aggressive student of today makes t' he jobs of the
future .

3. Ccsrrsents

A, Our educational programs differ srsnewhat from other countrimsr
~here government, academia and industry cooperate more
closely.

B. Titles frequently establish the status of "blue collar" jobm

C. Continuing education is very irsportant at all levels.
D. Ocean science may suffer from the overenthusiasm of environ-

mental is t s.

1, We are poorly endowed with proper definitions for the var'ious
categories of marine related skills, However, there is some queer-
tion as to the desirability of having skills precisely defined,

2. Should marine technicians be cert lfi.ed?

3. What form should rsarine education take for the gener'al public?
Should such educat,ion start as early as grade 1?

4. The aquatic environment can be used as a laboratory given the prrope r
bias and support,

6, Should the Association of Sea Grant Program Institutions:

a. Publish a position paper on marine education?

b. Encourage a specie'l meeting of all. groups interested in mar%.rsm
education?

Compile an inventory of all extant programs?

d. Invest a greater proportion of its income for educational
purposes?

5, Interest in the marine environment can be action oriented if prcanrote'd
by highly rsotivated and well trained advocates.



SpeCIal WOrk~hOp � Marine AffairS

Jiliric~ j. Suf lvafr
StriPPg fnslilutiun c!f OCearIOgr IPhy

The marine affairs workshop received a preview report of thestudy entitled, "Harine Affairs and Higher Education" prepared by
Gerard J. Nangone and John I,. Pedrick, Jr. With this report as
background, the participants discussed marine affairs as a disci-
pline and the current education and research efforts in the disci-
pline.

Tvo ma]or areas that need further work on the educational
aspects of the discipline are:

1. A study of the Inarket for persons holding Masters of Mrine
Affairs degrees .

2. A study to determine more effective ways of ensuring that
NAA candidates become conversant with the traditional
marine disciplines.

In discussing the research needed in this area the participantswere unanimous in their opinion that Office of Sea Grant appears tobe less sensitive to the need for socio-economic baseline studiesthan the magnitude of the problem seems to require. The participantsattribute this perceived insensitivity to the absence of a social
scientist from the OSG staff and strongly recommend that one be re-cruited, immediately.

The participants further recommend that OSG consider moving moreso into the social science area to further the development and wiseuae of aarine resources. It vas felt that social, economic, legal.and cultural constraints may hinder the application or transfer ofexisting or new technologies to marine related opportunities.
Examples of such problem areas are the establishment of connnercial
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aquaculture facilitiea, the study of inland alternatives ro coastal
site usage, consideration of alternative coastal uses within a
framework useful to local or regional as well as national resource
managers, and the evaluation of the socioeconomic implications of
esisting or proposed regulations or standards affecting the usa of
marine resources . Xt was agreed by those present that the magnitude
of these problems differ regionally and therefore more attention
should be paid to regional needs in reviewing proposed Sea Crant
projects.



special Workshop � Coogressionai Affairs

Looie Eihols, i ii
UnivrrSity  >t WiSeonsio

Mart J. Hershnian
L<>uiSiana Slate Universily

The Legislation Workshop wss conducted by Narc J. Hershman
replacing Louie. Kchols who took i.ll at the I.ast moment snd could
not attend the conference. The title of the workshop was changed
to "congressional Affairs" since this was the main theme Hr. Echols
wanted to develop during the workshop. About twenty people attended .

Nr. Echols, through Nr. Hershman, presented the following
scenario: Sea Grant lacks visibility st the Federal level. This
lack of visibility creates serious problems when budget matters are
before the appropriate committees. Also, if Sea Grant's position
in the future is to be secure, Sea Grant must play an active part
in following and promoting developments in the entire national
marine program. If the national marine program  especially NOAA!
is secure and grows, then Sea Grant can expect to be secure finan-
cially. What is needed, therefore, is conf>nunf presence and visi-
bility on the part of Sea Grant Institutions with their t'espective
congressional delegations. This can be developed through the
following tech.niques. First, each institution should have an
internal capability to be aware of congressional developments at all
t fees. This might be done by putting one researcher on a quarter
time basis to follow congressional developments and keep congressional
delegations informed of state level developments and needs. Second,
although the Sea Grant Association could provide valuable services
st the federal level., each institution within s state must maintain
its contacts as well. Both efforts are needed and one cannot rely
upon the other. Third, advisory service efforts at the state level
should spend more time keeping congressional delegations informed
of efforts of Sea Grant programs. Too much attention may be given
to state-level people and not enough to federal-level people.
«u«h. more reliance should be placed upon the Washington repre-
«ntatives from universities where Sea Grant institutions are located.
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These Washington representatives do no't have sufficient knowledge
of Sea Grant snd are not giving it adequate attention in their vork in
Washington. Fifth, all associations dealing with marine resources and
oceanography, such as YES, AOO, CSO, Sea Grant, NOTA, etc., should de-
velop some sort of federation so that a united front on marine and
oceanographic matters can be presented to Congress The impression
of staff members to key congressmen and senators is that The "consti-
tuency" for marine and oceanographic affairs is fragmented. Their gob
would be made much easier if a united front could be presented.

After this general scenario vas presented by Mr. Hershman, a
variety of comments vere received and discussed by the group. No
official conclusion or consensus of the vorkshop vas reached but all
felt that it vas a beneficial and informative discussion.
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Business Meeting

Dr. William S. Gaither of the University of Delavsre assumed the
presidency of the Ses Grant Association for 1973-74, succeeding Dr.
Robert A. Ragotzkie of the University of Wisconsin. Leatha p- Hiloy
of Texas A4H Universfty @as selected ss president-elect for the
1974-75 year.

Tvo new executive coamlttee members vere elected to tvo-year terms
to succeed Dr, William J. Hargis, Jr., of the Vtrgtnia Institute of
Harine Science and Dr. Stanley R. Hurphy of the Univers itv of Washington,
The neuly elected members vere Dr. Edvsrd Chfn of the University of
Ceorgia and Dr. Ronald Linsky of the University of Southern California.
Their terms wfll expire fn 1975. Continuing as present members utth
terms expi.ring at the Annual Heeting in 1974 are Dr. peter Dehlinger
of the University of Connecticut' Dr. Donald f'. Sctutres of the State
University of Hev York, and Dr. Jack R. Van Lopik of Loufsfana State
University.

The financial report, given by Stuart Hale of the University of
Rhode Island uas read and approved. The Assoclst ton'»»ecretsriat vas
contfnued at the University of Rhode Island, vtth Dr. John A, Knsuss
as secretary.

A resolution introduced by rhe executive coxssittee was adopted
instructing the nev president to vork tovard establishment of an of fice
in Washington, D. C.

Dr. Galther announced ther, he vffl appoint approxtmatety six special
committees during the year to support the officers and executive coxmit-
tee, among them coexslttees oo eduration ~ coastal xone, advtsory services
snd external communications.
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In other action at the business meeting;

� The executive committee received a detailed report on planning for
the Seattle Conference from Dr. Stanley Murphy and John Dermody.
under advisement vere informal offers from the University of Davaii snd
the University of Michigan to host the 1975 conference. An alternative
for 1975 or later vas also discussed; the need for a substantial natfonal
meetfng to refocus interest on marine science and marine affairs invoivln~
not only Sea Grant but other elements in the marine affairs community.

-- The president vas authorized to investfgate snd sfgn an agreement if
he so desires, with University Ierox Microfilm Service to reproduce and
sell conference proceedings, with a royalty accruing to the Association.
The Association newsletter was discussed and the Washington repott by
Richard Rigby vas commended as a readable and useful service to members.
The nevsletter vill contfnue for a minfmum of l0 issues a year. It vill
continue to be edited and published by the secretary's staff st the
University of Rhode Island.

-- A resolution vas adopted thanking Dr. Gaither and his staff for their
work in arranging and conducting the 1973 conference in Delaware.
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